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Examination of the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan 2013-32 Strategic Matters Overall
Provision for Housing and Jobs:
Inspector’s Preliminary Questions - EX03

Having now read the Local Plan (LP) and much of the supporting information that relates to
strategic matters, the Inspector is beginning to formulate the issues that may need to be
discussed at the Hearing sessions and is coming to preliminary conclusions as to the areas of
the plan that it may not be easy to find sound, either because of the nature of the supporting
information or the lack of it. To assist the process, he has now asked me to write to you about
your approach to the assessment and provision of Housing need and he has set out some
questions. He would value your brief comments on these.
Matter 2 – Overall provision for housing and jobs
Issue
Whether the Plan has been positively prepared and whether it is justified, effective and
consistent with national policy in relation to the overall provision for housing and jobs in the
context of the Borough’s Green Belt (GB) location.
Overall housing and employment provision
1)

The LP makes provision for 12,000 dwellings between 2013 and 2032 but the housing
trajectory suggests that they will only be delivered at a rate of 498pa until 2022, with
752pa thereafter. The OAN evidence drawn from the Strategic Housing Market
Assessments carried out in 2014, 2015 and 2016 indicate that between 12,500 and
13,433 dwellings were estimated to be needed in Welwyn Hatfield at those times.
However, the SHMA update 2017, which uses the most recently published 2014-based
Sub-National Household Projections suggests that 15,067 (rounded up to 15,200,
800dpa) are now required.

2)

The spatial vision, which seeks to provide new employment opportunities and growth
in the local economy, is supported in objective 12. In consequence the demographic
projections assume a growing labour force supported by in migration. Increased
population and households require additional dwellings.

3)

At the same time the Borough has insufficient land outside of the GB to accommodate
even the growth in households attributable to its natural increase and the plan seeks
to limit the release of land from the GB.

4)

Government Policy says that local planning authorities should boost significantly the
supply of land for housing and that they should ensure that their LPs meet the Full
Objectively Assessed Housing need (FOAHN) for market and affordable housing
within the HMA. It also says that significant weight should be placed on the need to
support economic growth through the planning system and that Local Planning
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Authorities (LPAs) should plan proactively to meet the development needs of
business.
5)

At the same time the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) says that GB
boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances and when altered
they should be capable of enduring beyond the plan period.

6)

The SHMA update 2017 accepts that meeting the need for affordable homes in full
would require an overall level of housing provision far in excess of that needed to
accommodate the demographic growth in the population. However, it still proposes a
substantial uplift in the dwelling requirement.

Questions
HMAs/FOAHNs
1)

How do the W/H HMAs relate to the Local Enterprise Partnership area(s)?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The Hertfordshire Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) area is coterminous with the
administrative area of the county of Hertfordshire, within which are located ten
Hertfordshire boroughs and districts.

b)

The Welwyn Hatfield wider HMA (the HMA), as used within the Council’s SHMA
evidence, includes seven of the ten Hertfordshire districts1 within the Hertfordshire
LEP area. The Welwyn Hatfield HMA does not therefore align exactly with the
Hertfordshire LEP area but has a relatively strong level of alignment.

c)

The Welwyn Hatfield SHMA evidence has identified functional housing market
relationships with the neighbouring London Boroughs of Barnet and Enfield. These
authorities are part of the separate London Enterprise Panel LEP which covers the
whole of Greater London.

d)

Three principal radial transport corridors formed the basis for the identification of
growth areas in the LEP’s Strategic Economic Plan (2014). The refreshed SEP 20172030 (published July 2017) identifies a fourth based on east-west links. These broad
areas comprise the LEP’s focus for economic growth but the boundaries of these
areas are not defined or identified on a map with geographic boundaries2.

Hertsmere, Welwyn Hatfield, Broxbourne, East Hertfordshire, Stevenage, St Albans, North Hertfordshire. It is
noted that North Hertfordshire sits in two LEPs with it also part of the Greater Cambridge, Greater Peterborough
LEP.
2 Perfectly placed for business: The refreshed Strategic Economic Plan for Hertfordshire, 2017-2030:
https://www.hertfordshirelep.com/media/5417/hertfordshire-sep-july-2017.pdf
1
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2)

Have the FOAHNs in the W/H HMAs been reliably identified?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

In the Council’s answers to the preliminary questions relating to Matter 1 – the Duty
to Co-operate (DtC), the Council has clarified that the SHMA evidence has
consistently sought to only provide an OAN for the administrative area of Welwyn
Hatfield district.

b)

Recognising that Welwyn Hatfield does not represent a self-contained HMA, as
defined through the PPG, the SHMA evidence has presented a cumulative picture of
the latest published OAN for each authority within the wider HMA.

c)

The latest published version of this review is included at Table 6.2 in the Welwyn
Hatfield 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21). Each relevant authority was contacted to
update the latest OAN figure. Subsequent to the submission of the Welwyn Hatfield
Draft Local Plan for examination and the publication of HOU/21 (May 2017), East
Hertfordshire and Broxbourne have produced further updates to their OAN. These
are reflected in the table included at Q6 of the Council’s response to the Inspector’s
preliminary questions on Matter 1 – the DtC.

d)

Table 6.2 (HOU/21) presents the adjustments applied at each step to illustrate the
application of the PPG methodology and the extent to which there is broad
commonality in approach with that used in the derivation of the OAN for Welwyn
Hatfield.

e)

The Council considers for the purpose of understanding the OAN in Welwyn Hatfield
in the context of the HMA, that this provides a reliable picture of housing needs.

3)

Are the FOAHNs, to be met in the submitted Local Plans within the respective
W/H HMA’s and within the other LPA’s that contain a part of the W/H HMA’s?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The Council has presented a detailed update as to the latest position regarding the
planned level of housing provision in the context of each authority’s latest OAN in its
response to Q8 and Q14 of the Inspector’s Preliminary Questions relating to Matter 1
- DtC issues.

b)

Welwyn Hatfield has a shortfall in its planned provision against the OAN. The Council
has confirmed in its responses to the preliminary questions relating to DtC issues that
at the current point in time, no other authority within Welwyn Hatfield’s HMA is planning
to accommodate the shortfall arising in Welwyn Hatfield.

c)

Based on the latest position of each relevant authority, it is the Council’s
understanding that other authorities within the HMA with a submitted plan are
planning to meet their own OAN (a small shortfall of 11dpa has arisen in East Herts
following plan submission. The East Herts Local Plan examination is currently
following a similar timetable to the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan examination).
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4)

What are the implications of this level of housing provision in terms of overall
population growth and migration patterns?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The 2017 Welwyn Hatfield SHMA Update (HOU/21) presents the latest OAN for
Welwyn Hatfield. The OAN uses the latest published 2014-based sub-national
population and household projections (SNPP/ SNHP) as the basis of its assessment
of need. The latest ONS / DCLG datasets were tested through the presentation of a
number of variant projections of population growth by Edge Analytics (report
presented as Appendix 1 to HOU/21). Further consideration of this issue is given in
our response to Questions 6 to 8 below.

b)

The 2014-based SNPP project a population growth of 26,790 persons over the plan
period in Welwyn Hatfield. This represents a growth of circa 24%. This surpasses by
some way the 14% growth projected in England over the same period. The projection
assumes a net in-migration of some 895 persons per annum into Welwyn Hatfield3.
This is shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: OAN Population Projection 2013 – 2032 for Welwyn Hatfield

OAN Population Projection (SNPP 2014)

Population
change

% growth

Net migration

26,790

23.5%

895

Source: ONS; DCLG

c)

3

The following table presents the annual assumed percentage growth in population
per annum based upon the OAN for each authority in the HMA. The national rate of
growth is also presented based upon the 2014-based national projections. It is
evident that all of the authorities in the Welwyn Hatfield HMA are projecting high
population growth when compared with the national picture, with Welwyn Hatfield
amongst the authorities with the highest levels of population growth.

HOU/21, Paragraph 4.10 and Table 4.1
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Table 2: Estimated Population Growth Associated with Concluded OANs in HMA
Assessment
period

Population
growth over
assessment
period

Annual
population
growth4

Welwyn Hatfield

2013 – 2032

26,790

1.2%

Barnet5

2015 – 2025

45,160

1.2%

Enfield6

2017 – 2032

62,128

1.2%

East Hertfordshire7

2011 – 2033

32,612

1.1%

Hertsmere

2013 – 2036

24,146

1.0%

St Albans8

2011 – 2031

24,398

0.9%

Broxbourne

2016 – 2033

13,141

0.8%

Stevenage and North Hertfordshire9

2011 – 2031

34,414

0.8%

England

2014 – 2039

–

0.7%

Source: Turley analysis

d)

Net migration into each of the authorities in the HMA is a key driver of the population
growth projected. This is a reflection of their demographic trend-based nature, with
ONS population estimates highlighting that net migration has grown the population of
each authority in the HMA over the past decade10. However, there are significant
variations in the net internal and international migration flows between each of these
local authorities.

e)

The proposed submission version of the Draft Local Plan 2016 was prepared and
published prior to the latest OAN presented in the 2017 SHMA Update. The OAN
referenced within the Submission Draft therefore relates to that included within the
2015 SHMA Partial Update (HOU/15), which was subsequently validated in the 2016
SHMA Addendum: Responding to the Economy Study (HOU/18). This identified an
OAN of between 12,616 and 13,433 dwellings (664 – 707dpa over the plan period).
This OAN used the 2012-based SNPP/ SNHP as its starting point.

f)

Whilst the 2012-based SNPP projected a lower level of population growth than the
more recent 2014-based SNPP used to inform the 800dpa OAN, the scale of
population growth, as explained in the 2015 SHMA Update, was still significant. Over
the plan period, the 2012-based SNPP projected population growth of 1.0% per

4

Annualised by dividing total proportionate growth by number of years
Based on Central variant of 2013 round of GLA projections, which formed the basis for housing provision through the FALP
6 Based on upper end of concluded OAN range (2,400dpa) which is based on 2012-based projections, in the absence of
published population outputs for other scenarios
7 Based on July 2017 ‘Establishing the Full Objectively Assessed Need’ report, which is understood to base its concluded OAN
on the 2016-based Central population projections produced by the GLA
8 Based on 5 year trend-based scenario (586dpa) recommended in the September 2013 SHMA
9 Based on 2015 SHMA Update, on the basis that the August 2016 update does not present population figures. The overall
OANs concluded in each study are broadly comparable
5

10

ONS (2017) Mid-year population estimates 2006 – 2016
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annum, a rate which exceeded the national projected rate of growth of 0.6% over the
same period (HOU/15, paragraph 7.8). The 2012 SNPP, as with the 2014 SNPP,
identified that migration would be an important factor in this growth with a net annual
in-migration of approximately 667 persons per annum implied (HOU/15, Figure 3.1).
g)

The 2015 SHMA presented an adjusted projection of population growth taking into
account migration relationships with London and evidence that annual net population
growth in the borough had increased since 201211. This assumed a higher level of
net migration of around 777 persons per annum (HOU/15, Figure 3.9). This formed
the basis for the lower end of the OAN range referenced in the Proposed Submission
version of the Plan12. The upper end of the OAN range was based on an uplifted
level of population growth identified as being required to support forecast
employment growth. The higher projected population growth was based on a higher
level of assumed migration of around 895 persons per annum.

h)

The projected levels of population growth forming the OAN range in the 2015 SHMA
(HOU/15) fall either side of the latest OAN in the 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21). The
level of migration assumed within the upper end of the OAN range in the 2015 SHMA
aligns closely with that assumed under the 2017 SHMA Update OAN. This is illustrated
in Table 3 below.
Table 3: OAN Population Projection 2013 – 2032 for Welwyn Hatfield
Population
change

Net
migration

2015 SHMA - OAN range (lower) - SNPP London

25,086

777

2017 OAN Population Projection (SNPP 2014)

26,790

895

2015 SHMA - OAN range (upper) - Employment-led (EEFM)

28,175

898

Source: ONS; DCLG

i)

Overall the SHMA evidence has consistently recognised the increased levels of
population growth for Welwyn Hatfield evident in the official projections and estimates
of population growth. Net international migration into Welwyn Hatfield forms an
important contributing factor to these high levels of population growth. This picture of
projected population growth is common across the wider HMA as is the role of
migration.

5)

How much housing is intended to meet needs from beyond W/H?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

11
12

As set out in our answer to Q4 above, the OAN has consistently used the ONS
published projections, which provide consistent projections of need for each of the
authorities across England, as the ‘starting point’ for the assessment of need. These
projections assume future rates of in and out-migration into Welwyn Hatfield.

HOU/15, paragraph 7.14
HOU/15, paragraph 7.43
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b)

Recognising evidence of higher levels of population growth since 2012 and the
migratory relationship with London, the 2015 SHMA Partial Update included an
adjusted demographic projection which assumed a higher level of population growth
and net in-migration than the then latest published ONS SNPP (2012-based). This
was considered an appropriate and reasonable adjustment to the demographic
projection, but did not seek to assume a specific level of unmet need being
accommodated in Welwyn Hatfield from London.

c)

In the context of the higher levels of projected population growth in the 2014-based
SNPP, no such adjustment is made within the 2017 SHMA Update in its concluded
OAN. This OAN takes into account the most up-to-date official projections of
population and household growth in the form of the 2014-based SNPP/SNHP. The
assessed need is predicated on a net flow of people into Welwyn Hatfield, as set out
in the response to Q4. This recognises the inter-related nature of the population
projections used in calculating the OAN, which apply assumptions around the future
movement of people between authorities and the wider impact of net international
migration into the country.

d)

The concluded OAN in the 2017 SHMA Update results in a higher level of housing
need than that solely based on the 2014 SNPP/SNHP as it makes an upward
adjustment to return to higher levels of household formation in the younger age groups.

e)

It also makes a supply-led adjustment to address evidence of worsening affordability,
which provides for a level of housing capacity above that associated with the
underlying population/household projections. This is not specifically identified as
meeting needs from outside the district but responds to the recognised high demand
pressures for housing.

6)

How does this compare with past trends?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The SHMA evidence has consistently sought to compare projected population with
past trends, recognising that the starting point demographic projections are
themselves based upon an extrapolation of historic trends.

b)

The latest 2014-based SNPP continue to project an increased level of population
growth, as seen in the borough since 2001/02. It is noted that prior to 2001 Welwyn
Hatfield saw a considerably more modest rate of growth back to 1981 (HOU/21 Figure
4.2), with this shown in Figure 1 below. Indeed from the early 1980s to the mid-1990s
the population of Welwyn Hatfield remained largely static.
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Figure 1: Historic and Projected Population Change in Welwyn Hatfield
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d)

More recently, population estimates suggest that population growth has accelerated
in Welwyn Hatfield, with the latest estimates suggesting a growth of 11,269 persons
(equivalent to some 10%) over the past five years (2011 – 2016). This equates to
circa 2,250 persons per annum.

e)

Figure 4.3 and Table 4.5 of the 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21) compare the growth
projected by the 2014-based SNPP with historic rates of growth. The 2014-based
SNPP projects annual population growth of 1,280 persons per annum, compared to
the historic growth of 1,421 persons per annum over the period from 2001 to 2014,
suggesting that the level of population growth projected under the 2014-based SNPP
falls slightly below that seen in the more recent historic past in Welwyn Hatfield.

f)

The slightly lower projected level of annual population growth in the 2014-based
SNPP primarily results from its assumptions relating to future migration, which differs
from the historic profile (paragraph 4.40 HOU/21).

g)

The factors contributing to this profile have been considered by Edge Analytics,
including reference to historically mis-estimated population counts in the borough and
the impact of student migration. In summary the following points have been identified
in the analysis:
•

Under the 2014-based SNPP, ONS do not assign unattributable population
change (UPC) to any specific component of population change. The
international migration assumptions under the 2014-based SNPP are more
closely aligned to the historical 6-year (2008/09–2013/14) average net
international migration that excludes, i.e. makes no adjustment for UPC.
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•

Under the 2014-based SNPP, annual net internal migration outflow diverges
from historical trends as a result of a changing balance between internal in- and
out-migration and the projected annual impact of net international migration.

h)

Further detail is provided in the Edge Analytics report (Appendix 1 to HOU/21) with a
summary of the issues raised included in Section 4 of the 2017 SHMA Update
(HOU/21).

7)

Is this amount fully justified?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The projected growth in population implied by the most up-to-date ONS projections is
considered fully justified in the context of the detailed analysis of demographic data
undertaken in the successive updates of SHMA reports (HOU/14, HOU/15 and
HOU/21).

b)

The SHMA evidence has consistently identified the complexities associated with
projecting future population growth in Welwyn Hatfield. Edge Analytics has been
commissioned by the Council at each stage of the SHMA to consider fully the
demographic elements of the OAN.

c)

This ongoing work has continued to highlight that the picture of demographic change
in Welwyn Hatfield is complex as a result of:
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The significant overestimate of population growth in Welwyn Hatfield between the
two Census years by the ONS (2001 and 2011), equating to approximately 8,390
persons13. This has resulted in a large component of unattributable population
change (UPC);



A potential mis-estimation of Welwyn Hatfield’s mid-year population total is a
continuing issue but very difficult to quantify definitively. Relatively high migrant
worker registrations would appear to correlate with Welwyn Hatfield’s high
immigration totals. Emigration estimates are most likely the source of any current
mis-estimation of the population;



The migration relationship with Greater London;



The large flow of students in and out of the borough as a result of the location of
university campuses, which adds a further layer of complexity with regards to the
estimating of migration flows; and



The most recent population estimates, which show a very high level of population
growth. Over the past five years (2011 – 2016), the ONS has estimated
population growth of 11,269 persons, or 2,254 persons per annum. The scale of
growth contrasts with the level of housing provision in the borough, which has
averaged circa 300 net completions per annum over the same period.

HOU/21, Appendix 1, Paragraph 2.5
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d)

Within the 2014 SHMA and each subsequent update (HOU/15 and HOU/2114), a
series of variant projections were developed by Edge Analytics based on different
historic time periods, including longer-term trends and considering the impact of
UPC. The latest set of modelled projections are summarised at Figure 4.1 in
HOU/21. This continued to highlight that the alternative projections suggested levels
of population growth which were slightly higher and lower than the official 2014based SNPP.

e)

The official dataset was considered a reasonable projection of population growth
from which to base the projection of housing need over the plan period. This took into
consideration the demographic complexities noted above.

8)

What alternative scenarios were considered, particularly with regard to
migration and job growth and household formation and why were the 12,000 and
15,200 figures chosen?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The 12,000 dwelling figure referenced in the question is the ‘housing target’ set out in
the Draft Plan. Our responses to Questions 15-25 under the sub-heading ‘Housing
Provision’ explain why this target has been proposed in the Draft Plan.

b)

The 15,200 dwellings represents the concluded OAN in the latest 2017 SHMA
Update (HOU/21). This is considered to represent the full need for housing in
Welwyn Hatfield in accordance with the PPG and NPPF. This OAN has been
calculated following the stepped methodology set out within the PPG. The input
assumptions used in calculating the OAN are summarised below, with a full
explanation included at section 4 and 6 of the 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21).

c)

A range of demographic and jobs-led scenarios have been considered in the SHMA
evidence (HOU/14, HOU/15, HOU/18 and HOU/21). The current OAN is based upon
the 2014-based SNPP published by the ONS. This demographic ‘starting point’
indicates a need for 670 dwellings per annum or 12,730 dwellings over the plan
period.

d)

A series of alternative population projections based upon longer-term historic periods
(10 year and 14 years) have been produced and presented in the latest SHMA
evidence (HOU/21). ). The full range of alternative trend scenarios are described in
paragraphs 5.12 to 5.16 in Appendix 1 of HOU/21. The scenario results are set out in
Table 11 of HOU/21. These scenarios have also sought to consider the impact of
including and excluding UPC as recorded between the 2001 and 2011 Census years.
These variant projections indicate both slightly higher and lower projections of
population growth. It is noted that each variant implies a level of housing need which
falls below the concluded OAN for 800 dwellings per annum15.

It is noted that the 2016 SHMA Addendum (HOU/18) was limited to an updating of the projections to take
account of an updated picture of likely employment growth.

14
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HOU/21, Paragraph 6.34
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e)

In deriving the OAN, the SHMA evidence has consistently identified that it is
considered justified to apply a positive adjustment to the assumptions made around
household formation within the respective official DCLG sub-national household
projections. In the 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21) a positive adjustment is made
which assumes an improvement in the household formation rate of younger
households such that they return to rates seen in 2001 (a period in which affordability
issues were considerably less pronounced). This serves to increase the number of
homes needed to accommodate the same level of population growth. This uplifts the
OAN by 51 dwellings per annum (or 8%) to 721dpa.

f)

The 2017 SHMA Update considered the implications of supporting likely job growth16
as concluded within the Economy Study Update 2016 (ECO/9). This used the
preferred Hybrid scenario which was derived from two separate economic forecasts
(EEFM and an Experian forecast). The conclusion was reached that the forecast
level of job growth could be supported by the projected growth in the population in
the 2014-based SNPP with no separate adjustment made for this aspect of the PPG
methodology.

g)

The concluded OAN within the 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21) also includes a
separate supply-led adjustment to respond to evidence of a worsening of market
signals. This is applied to the adjusted demographic projection of need to produce an
OAN of 800dpa (15,200 dwellings over the plan period), which is 19% higher than the
demographic ‘starting point’ as represented by the 2014-based SNHP. The
justification for this adjustment is considered further in subsequent responses.

9)

Does the evidence base clearly justify the provision of 15,200 houses between
2013 and 2032 (annual average 800)?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The 15,200 dwellings represents the concluded OAN in the latest 2017 SHMA
Update (HOU/21) and as described above in our response to Q8.

b)

This is considered to represent the full need for housing in Welwyn Hatfield. This
OAN has been calculated following the stepped methodology set out within the PPG.
A full explanation included at section 4 and 6 of the 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21).
The outputs illustrated in Table 6.1 of the 2017 SHMA Update are reproduced below:

The 2014 SHMA, 2015 SHMA and 2016 SHMA Addendum considered the latest assessed likely level of job
growth forecast available at the time.

16
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Table 4: The OAN (2017 SHMA Update – Table 6.1)
Adjustment
(dwellings
per annum)

The ‘starting point’ – 2014-based SNHP

Dwellings per
annum (20132032)

% uplift from
starting
point

670

Adjusted demographic projection

+51

721

8%

Supporting likely job growth

+0

721

8%

Market signals adjustment (+10%)

+72

793

18%

Objectively assessed need (OAN) rounded

+130

800

19%

Source: Turley; Edge Analytics

10)

Does the evidence suggest that the plan will meet the FOAHN for affordable
housing as required by the Framework?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The SHMA evidence has consistently calculated a high need for affordable housing
in Welwyn Hatfield. The 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21) presents the most up-to-date
assessment of the calculated need for affordable housing. This identifies a need for
818 affordable homes per annum over the next five years (from 2016), falling to 602
affordable homes per annum thereafter.

b)

Paragraph 9.19 of the Draft Local Plan indicates the Council’s estimate that
affordable housing will account for around 20% of all new homes built in the borough
over the plan period. This reflects the fact that not all sites will attract an affordable
housing requirement (where they are below the relevant site size thresholds) and
hence not all sites will deliver an element of affordable housing as part of the overall
mix. The estimate further reflects our viability evidence, which demonstrates that not
all parts of the borough are as viable as others, hence on-site affordable housing
targets vary in Policy SP 7 (Type and Mix of Housing) from 25% to 35% depending
upon location. In numerical terms, 20% of the overall total of new dwellings would
deliver an additional 2,400 affordable homes over the plan period.

c)

The level of housing provision (the housing requirement) will not, in purely quantified
terms, deliver this level of affordable housing need in full.

d)

On a numerical basis, and assuming that the Local Plan is the key intervention tool,
the SHMA Update 2017 (HOU/21) estimates that meeting affordable housing needs
in full on an annual basis would require the provision of some 4,090 homes per
annum over five years, or 3,010 homes per annum once the backlog is cleared17.

17

HOU/21 paragraph 4.141
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11)

If not why not?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

Providing for this overall level of housing growth would far exceed that needed to
accommodate household growth modelled through the SHMA evidence base.

b)

The level of housing growth implied when meeting affordable housing needs in full
can only be described as hypothetical. The PPG confirms that such scenarios should
not be considered in planning for housing need18.

c)

A discrepancy in the calculated need for affordable housing and the OAN based on
the stepped methodology in the PPG is not uncommon, recognising that both are
based on notably different calculation methodologies.

d)

The direct comparison of the affordable housing need figure and the OAN is also
misleading as recognised successively within the SHMA reports19. There is a
complex relationship between affordable housing provision and market housing,
which needs to be carefully considered. The calculation of affordable housing need
includes existing households assessed as in need who occupy properties in other
tenures. Meeting these households needs through the provision of additional
affordable housing will free up these existing properties for other households.

e)

The overall level of net household growth accounted for by the OAN is separate and
distinct from inputs to the calculation of affordable housing. This is recognised within
the latest published PAS guidance on calculating the OAN.

f)

This issue has been acknowledged by the Courts. The Kings Lynn High Court
decision20 confirmed that neither the Framework nor the PPG suggest that the need
for affordable housing be met in full when determining the FOAN (referenced within
the 2015 SHMA Update (HOU/15). The relevant extract is re-produced below:
“The Framework makes clear these needs should be addressed in determining the
FOAN [Full Objective Assessment of Need], but neither the Framework nor the PPG
suggest that they have to be met in full when determining that FOAN. This is no
doubt because in practice very often the calculation of unmet affordable housing
need will produce a figure which the planning authority has little or no prospect of
delivering in practice. This is no doubt because the vast majority of delivery will occur
as a proportion of open-market schemes and is therefore dependent for its delivery
upon market housing being developed” 21.

PPG Paragraph 003: Reference ID 2a-003-20140306
Paragraphs 6.23 – 6.28 of HOU/21, Paragraphs 7.27 – 7.34 & 7.44 of HOU/15 and Paragraphs 9.57 – 9
59 & 9.68 4th bullet point of HOU/14
20 [2015] WHC 2464 (Admin): Borough Council of Kings Lynn and West Norfolk v Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government, ELM Park Holdings Ltd
21 HOU/15 paragraph 7.27
18
19
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g)

In accordance with the High Court decision, the 2017 SHMA Update did consider the
implications of the identified need for affordable housing in arriving at the concluded
OAN in Welwyn Hatfield.

h)

The upward adjustments made to assume a more positive return household
formation rates for younger households and to address evidence of worsening
market signals were considered to be of a sufficient scale to represent a reasonable
response with regards to a quantifiable adjustment to the OAN22. The adjustment
applied in relation to market signals is considered in our response to Q12 below.

12)

If it would require an overall level of housing provision far in excess of that
needed to accommodate the demographic growth in population to resolve the
affordability problem, what is the justification for uplifting the 721 in the 2017
SHMA to 800?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The 2017 SHMA applies a separate and distinct adjustment to that already applied in
the concluded demographic projection of need (i.e. the 8% adjustment to allow for a
return to higher levels of younger household formation).

b)

A further 10% supply-led adjustment, to respond to evidence of a worsening of
market signals, is then applied with this representing the uplift from the 721dpa to the
OAN of 800dpa.

c)

The application of this adjustment is based on a professional judgement as to a
reasonable uplift responding to evidence of worsening market signals in accordance
with the PPG. In arriving at the justification for this level of adjustment, full
consideration is given within the SHMA to each of the market signals identified in the
PPG and the judgements reached by a number of other Local Plan Inspectors
including those examining Local Plans in Eastleigh, Canterbury and Mid Sussex23.

d)

In this context it is referenced that the 10% adjustment is considered alongside the
adjustment to household formation rates, based upon the rounded OAN to result in a
cumulative adjustment of 19% (Table 6.1). This is considered justified on the basis
that:

22
23



The cumulative adjustment closely aligns with the uplift recommended by the
Planning Inspector in Mid Sussex and Canterbury;



It is recognised that Welwyn Hatfield demonstrates a number of symptoms of
worsening market signals and the scale of affordability is more pronounced than
the national average;

HOU/21 paragraph 6.27
HOU/21 paragraphs 6.17 – 6.22
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13)



When set in the context of other comparator areas, the borough ranks in a
relatively average position when considering affordability, both in absolute trends
and recent trends;



Entry-level house prices in the majority of neighbouring authorities are less
affordable relative to earnings, and have seen a greater worsening in this position
over recent years; and



The borough ranks notably poorly when considering change in the number of
concealed families and overcrowded households, which could demonstrate an
unmet need for housing. These two market signals in particular would be
expected to be addressed through an allowance for improved levels of household
formation, as applied in the adjusted demographic projection.

Which households are expected to occupy these additional dwellings?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

As previously indicated, the application in the SHMA of a supply-led adjustment to
respond to evidence of worsening market signals is considered to respond to the
PPG methodology and the conclusions reached with regards to the examined OANs
in a number of other Local Plans in the last 12 – 24 months.

b)

The application of this uplift reflects a reasonable professional judgement and is not
predicated on a specific modelled estimation of household growth and does not
therefore seek to anticipate specifically which households would occupy this
additional level of housing provision (as identified as part of our answer to Q5).

c)

It is apparent from the evidence presented in the SHMA that the borough is located
within an area of high housing demand and strong projected population and
household growth.

d)

The concluded OAN in the 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21) allows for a degree of
flexibility - accommodating all of the projections of population and household growth
modelled by Edge Analytics and providing some flexibility in responding to the future
market and demographic pressures of London (HOU/21 paragraphs 6.34 - 6.35).

14)

Why is a reduced proportion of affordable housing, required from housing for
sale developments, proposed for?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

Policy SP7 of the Draft Plan sets out on-site delivery targets for affordable housing as
a proportion of the overall level of housing being delivered and above the thresholds
stated. The target for sites in and around Hatfield is 25%; in and around Welwyn
Garden City and at the new village at Symondshyde is 30%; and the excluded
villages is 35%. As paragraph 9.4 of the Draft Plan explains, the on-site delivery
targets reflect evidence of varying degrees of viability across the borough and these
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will be the starting point for decision making.
b)

Viability testing has been carried out from an early stage of plan preparation. The
Development Economics Study 2010 (VIB/1) was jointly commissioned by Welwyn
Hatfield, Hertsmere and St Albans Councils. A stakeholder workshop involving a
range of developers, housing providers and agents gave consideration to matters
relating to the methodology, the housing market and development costs. The Study
report highlighted significant differences in house prices across the borough, with
differences in market value areas being reflected in residual values. Residual values
were shown to be consistently lower in Hatfield than in other parts of the borough. In
light of the evidence, the Study considered on-site target options (paragraph 6.26 of
VIB/1). A three way split target with 35% in the highest value areas; 30% in Welwyn
Garden City and 25% for Hatfield reflected the more specific variations in the local
housing market.

c)

This evidence informed consultation on the Emerging Core Strategy 2012 and Policy
CS7 explained that the varying on-site delivery targets (35%, 30% and 25%) would
be sought to reflect varying degrees of viability across the borough. Hence, this
policy approach has been the Council’s stated policy intention for a number of years.

d)

Since the Emerging Core Strategy, the Council has carried out additional viability
studies to inform plan preparation. The purpose of the Welwyn Hatfield Combined
Policy Viability Study Update 2016 (VIB/5) was to provide evidence to demonstrate
that the policy requirements of the Plan do not threaten the ability of sites to be
developed viably (paragraph 1.9). The Study makes a number of assumptions
around housing typologies for testing purposes but it also considers the likely impact
of plan policies in the round on viability. In terms of affordable housing, the Study
concludes that in most cases the Council’s affordable housing targets in Policy SP7
at levels of between 25% and 35% would be achievable (without grant). The Study
notes the policy’s flexible approach reflecting evidence of varying degrees of viability
across the borough taking into account tenure mix and the type and size of housing.
It is this approach that the Study considers will allow the Council to consider delivery
on a case by case basis over the life of the plan thereby ensuring that the majority of
developments will be able to come forward helping to address identified housing
needs in the borough. (This approach is also supported by the Council’s most recent
viability work in the context of the potential introduction of a CIL charging regime. The
relevant studies are the Community Infrastructure Levy Viability Study 2016 (VIB/6)
and the Strategic Sites Testing Update from December 2016 (VIB/7)).

e)

Overall, the studies conclude that the Council’s flexible approach to applying its
affordable housing and other policy requirements will ensure an appropriate balance
between delivering affordable housing, sustainability objectives, necessary
infrastructure and the need for landowners and developers to achieve competitive
returns. This is consistent with paragraph 173 of the NPPF which states that sites
should not be subject to such a scale of burden of obligations and policy burdens that
their ability to be developed viably is threatened.
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Housing provision
15)

There is a discrepancy between the level of provision as compared with the
2012 FOAHN projection of household growth in W/H. Was the difference
between the level of planned provision and this household projection justified?
If so, how?
Welwyn Hatfield Response
The Welwyn Hatfield Strategic Housing Market Assessment Updates (2015 and
2016) indicated an OAN for Welwyn Hatfield of between 12,616 and 13,433 dwellings
over the plan period (664-707dpa). This OAN was informed by the 2012-based subnational household projections (SNHP), the most up to date household projections
available at that time. The proposed housing target of 12,000 in the draft Local Plan,
results in a shortfall of between 616 and 1,433 (equivalent to 32dpa-75dpa) against
the OAN at the time of the Reg.19 consultation. The shortfall has arisen for a number
of justified reasons.

a)

At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework (the NPPF) is a presumption
in favour of sustainable development (paragraph 14). For plan-making, this means
that Local Plans should meet objectively assesses needs, with sufficient flexibility to
adapt to rapid change, unless:


any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken
as a whole; or



Specific policies in the Framework indicate that development should be
restricted.

b)

There are three dimensions to sustainable development: economic, social and
environmental (paragraph 7 of the NPPF). In this respect, the planning system
performs a number of roles including (in summary) an economic role – contributing
to building a strong economy, ensuring that sufficient land is available of the right
type, in the right place at the right time; identifying and coordinating development
requirements including the provision of infrastructure. In a social role, planning
supports communities providing housing to meet existing and future generations with
accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its wellbeing. In an environmental role, planning contributes to protecting and enhancing
our natural, built and historic environment, helping to improve biodiversity and use
natural resources prudently.

c)

With regards to Plan-making, paragraph 151 of the NPPF reiterates the requirements
of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 in so far as Local Plans must be
prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable
development and to this end, should be consistent with the principles and policies set
out in the Framework. Significant adverse impacts on any of the dimensions of
sustainable development should be avoided (NPPF paragraph 152). Local Plans can
be reviewed in whole or in part to respond flexibly to changing circumstances (NPPF
paragraph 153). With specific reference to infrastructure, LPAs should (with others)
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assess the capacity of infrastructure (including for transport and education) and its
ability to meet forecast demands (NPPF paragraph 162). Further, the Government
attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice of school places is
available to meet the needs of existing and new communities (NPPF paragraph 72).
d)

A proportionate evidence base: A proportionate evidence base informed decisions
around the selection of sites. The results of the Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment 2016 (HELAA), were reported to the Council’s Cabinet
Housing and Planning Panel (CHPP) on 13th June 2016. The HELAA assessed
whether sites were suitable, available and achievable, with an estimate around
deliverability in light of information available at that time.

e)

The Panel also considered Employment and Housing Sites Selection Background
Papers (2016) which drew the results of the HELAA together with key outputs from
the Green Belt Sites Review, the implications for defining a new Green Belt
boundary, the Sustainability Appraisal, the sequential test (flood risk management)
and to what extent sites would help deliver strategic objectives. These Papers also
considered the capacity of infrastructure to support potential levels of growth
(highlighting any pressure points).

f)

The Panel considered all this information to decide which sites should go forward for
inclusion in the proposed Submission Local Plan. The report illustrated that capacity
from completions, sites under construction, sites with planning permission, urban
sites (suitable, available and achievable) within the HELAA, safeguarded land and
the windfall allowance indicated a shortfall against the OAN of between 6,062 and
6,879 dwellings. Consideration was given to the opportunity to bring forward sites
from the Green Belt, taking into account infrastructure constraints. Key infrastructure
issues included education and highways – described further below including
subsequently updated positions.

g)

Education: Paragraph 3.41 of the CHPP Report June 2016 explained that three new
secondary schools would need to be provided to support the level of growth
suggested by the OAN. Whilst sites had been identified for two secondary schools,
no deliverable option had been identified to deliver the capacity for a third secondary
school (with expansion to existing schools being required to meet the growth in
school population currently coming through primary schools). Primary school
provision was also considered to be a constraint on additional growth at that time at
Brookmans Park, Welham Green, Welwyn and Welwyn Garden City.

h)

Education – updated position: The position was subsequently updated in the
CHPP Report of March 2017. A promoter of sites around Brookmans Park
challenged the County Council’s position on child yield, which is that of applying a
ratio of 1 new form of entry (FE) capacity required for every 500 new dwellings. The
County Council considers that this approach remains appropriate for strategic plan
making purposes. Initial feasibility carried out by the County Council now indicates
that the existing primary school in Welwyn may have the potential to expand by 1FE
which in theory, could support a further 500 dwellings in the borough’s northern
villages.. Promoters of six sites around Welham Green had come forward to identify
options to make provision for either a 1FE or 2FE primary school. However, the
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deliverability of a 2FE primary school had not been resolved at the time of the CHPP
meeting in March 2017 and the County Council were not supportive of a 1FE option
due to concerns around educational outcomes. Subject to detailed site assessments,
in theory a site for a primary school around Welham Green could support the delivery
of a further 500 dwellings. However, even if primary school capacity could be
resolved in the northern and southern villages, there would still be insufficient
secondary school capacity to meet additional levels of growth.
i)

The County Council has also now identified a need for a new primary school to serve
southern Hatfield and the Council is now working with the County Council and
landowners to try to identify a suitable site.

j)

As regards secondary education, a potential site for a secondary school had been
promoted in a rural location adjoining sites promoted for housing around Welwyn.
The education authority does not consider a rural village setting to be a sustainable
location for secondary school provision. There are also additional concerns around
highway and traffic impacts, and pedestrian routes/modal share The County Council
has carried out a search for sites for a third additional secondary school) but has not
identified a suitable site that could be allocated in the Plan. Currently the Council is
working with the County Council and landowners to assess whether the new
secondary school proposed for Hatfield in the Local Plan can be of sufficient size to
remove the need for a third new secondary school in the short term. The Waste Local
Plan is under review with a new plan scheduled to be in place around 2021. This may
present an opportunity for future school provision but this is by no means certain.
Therefore at the current time, secondary school capacity in particular is a known
constraint to further growth in the borough with additional primary school capacity yet
to be fully resolved.

k)

Welwyn Hatfield has worked with the County Council as education authority, which is
the appropriate body for assessing the capacity of local education infrastructure to
meet forecast demands. In the absence of a site of a suitable size and in a
sustainable location to deliver a secondary school, housing growth in excess of the
12,000 target would result in an un-coordinated development strategy with
insufficient infrastructure to support communities.

l)

The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice of
school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.
Without reasonable certainty that this infrastructure can be delivered at the right
place and at the right time, communities would not have access to the services they
need alongside further housing growth. Such a strategy would have a significant
adverse impact on the economic and social dimensions of sustainable development,
which the NPPF says should be avoided.

m)

The NPPF does envisage and allow for Local Plans to be reviewed, in part to
respond flexibly to changing circumstances. The Council’s approach to undertake a
plan review to work with others to explore the possibilities for addressing
infrastructure constraints, is therefore consistent with national policy.
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n)

Highways: Welwyn Hatfield has worked with the County Council as highway
authority, which is the appropriate body for assessing the capacity of the local road
network to meet forecast demands. The Housing Sites Selection Paper 2016
(reported to CHPP on 13th June 2016) identified highway capacity issues at a number
of villages: Brookmans Park - two priority junctions are peak hour congestion points –
improvement measures will be required; Cuffley - two junctions give cause for
concern and with a higher level of growth, one junction would remain over-capacity
even with a change in priority. Implications were also identified for the wider area
under a higher growth scenario. Little Heath - one junction is identified as a
congestion point – scope exists for localised widening; Welham Green - the Dixons
Hill Road/A1000 junction is identified as a congestion point – capacity enhancements
would be required to support growth. Hence the existing levels of planned growth can
be accommodated in and around these villages alongside improvement measures.
Development at Cuffley needs to be managed to within the limits of certain junctions
where congestion is predicted to cause concern.

o)

For the towns, modelling of the identified Local Plan growth strategy for Hatfield
indicates significant impacts on Junctions 3 and 4 of the A1(M) and other key
junctions in the vicinity. Whilst not giving rise at this stage to an objection in principle
from the highway authorities, all parties agree that further work is required to define
mitigation schemes and attempt to relieve congestion on the strategic road network
through encouraging modal shift and sustainable travel options. A memorandum of
understanding has been agreed between the Council, the County Council and
Highways England and will be supplied to the examination.

p)

Strategic Green infrastructure: Ellenbrook Country Park to the west of Hatfield was
planned as part of the overall masterplan for Hatfield Business Park24 and secured
through a Section 106 agreement in 2000. The Country Park has been the subject of
an interim management plan and been open for public access since 2010.
Notwithstanding this, officers recommended to the Council’s Cabinet Housing and
Planning Panel (CHPP) on 13th June 2016 that a large site (Hat2) within the park
could be identified as safeguarded land to potentially be considered for housing
beyond the Plan period in light of a degree of uncertainty around delivery within the
plan period. However, the Panel resolved that site Hat2 should not be considered
suitable for allocation (within or beyond the plan period) as its development would
result in the loss of country park land without suitable re-provision. Further, there is
uncertainty around how long it will take to extract minerals from the country park land
to the west of Hat2 and for the land to be restored, which will have a bearing on the
amount of Country Park available over the next thirty years.

q)

The Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan 2017 lists Ellenbrook Fields Country Park as a
Green Infrastructure (GI) asset and Policy SP 12 of the Draft Plan supports the
creation and enhancement of strategic GI across the borough with a Green Corridor
Project seeking to deliver strategic connections to the Park. The Park’s GI role is

24

Hatfield Aerodrome Supplementary Planning Guidance November 1999 (Figure 7):
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=1108&p=0
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consistent with the social and environmental dimensions of sustainable development,
supporting community well-being, and protecting and enhancing the natural
environment, helping to improve biodiversity and using natural resources prudently.
r)

Conclusion on site selection: Having considered all the information before it, the
Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel on 13th June 2016 resolved that all
the sites proposed [for allocation within the Plan] by officers be approved with the
exception of site Hat2 which was deleted and with the addition of site Hat11.
Other considerations

s)

The need for an adopted Plan and an early Plan review: Delaying the Plan now
would have significant implications for planned housing delivery over the next five
years and the ability of the Council to have an up to date plan in place. Paragraph
4.32 of the CHPP Report March 2017 explained the need for joint work to consider
options for addressing the secondary school issue which is currently a constraint on
further growth. Further work will also be necessary to assess and address the
deliverability of additional primary school capacity. Local Plans can be reviewed in
whole or in part to respond flexibly to changing circumstances (NPPF paragraph 153)
and this is the approach the Council has proposed. Consistent with the proposal in
the Housing White Paper, a review of the Plan could take place within 5 years.

t)

Meeting the shortfall elsewhere within the HMA: At the point of submission (and
subsequently), no authority within the Welwyn Hatfield Housing Market Area has
been able to agree that it is in a position to assist in meeting the Welwyn Hatfield
shortfall between its housing target and the OAN. The Council has sought
commitment from authorities within the HMA to consider meeting some of Welwyn
Hatfield’s shortfall through plan reviews. Our response (EX04) to Q16 of the
Inspector’s preliminary questions on Matter 1 - The Duty to Cooperate, sets out a
number of steps that the Council is taking to explore the options and solutions for
meeting longer-term housing needs.

u)

Exceeding demographic growth scenarios: As paragraph 5.8 of the Draft Local
Plan sets out, the target of 12,000 was in excess of the need for housing based on
the demographic ‘starting point’ (574dpa; 10,906 over the plan period) as informed by
the 2012-based sub-national household projections (SNHP). It was also in excess of
the 2012-based SNHP adjusted headship rate, which makes an upward allowance
(an uplift) to help improve household formation rates among younger age groups
(607dpa; 11,533 over the plan period). It is acknowledged however, that the target is
below the concluded OAN in the 2015, 2016 SHMA evidence (HOU/15, HOU/18)
with a more pronounced shortfall against the concluded OAN in the 2017 SHMA
evidence (HOU/21).

v)

Supporting employment growth: The housing target of 12,000 (an average of
632dpa) was also within the range (albeit at the lower end) of economic scenarios
considering labour force and jobs growth as considered in the Welwyn Hatfield
SHMA Partial Update Addendum: responding to the Economy Study 2016 (HOU/18).
This was the latest OAN stepped calculation at the time of the Draft Local Plan
consultation in 2016. Figure 3.1 from HOU/18 is reproduced below for reference.
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OAN Stepped Calculation – Updated Alignment between Employment Growth and
Housing Need (Figure 3.1 from the WH SHMA Partial Update 2016)
Annual
average
projected
dwelling
need 2013 2032

Implied uplift
from
demographic
‘starting
point’

Implied
annual
proportionate
growth in
dwellings25

2012 SNHP – the ‘starting point’

574

–

1.2%

2012 SNHP headship rate adjustment
Applied to younger households (20 –
29) in response to market signals
evidence

607

6%

1.3%

Adjustment to consider demographic
implications of London

664

16%

1.4%

Adjustment to align labour-force
growth with forecast job growth
(Economy Study Baseline – EEFM
Employed People)

625 – 707

9% – 23%

1.3% – 1.5%

2015 SHMA Partial Update
Recommended OAN range

664 – 707

16% – 23%

1.4% – 1.5%

Adjustment to align labour-force
growth with forecast job growth
2015 Economy Study Update Hybrid
Scenario (Figure 2.4)

667 – 736

16% – 28%

1.4% – 1.6%

Source: Turley, Edge Analytics, 2016

w)

As paragraph 5.9 of the Draft Plan states, the relationship between jobs and
dwellings has been considered but inevitably, forecasting employment growth and
labour-force behaviour carries a degree of uncertainty with forecasts using different
assumptions.

x)

Paragraph 5.10 of the Draft Local Plan indicates that the housing target will positively
support the potential growth in the economy; helping to maintain a good relationship
between jobs and homes in the borough, consistent with the principles of sustainable
development. Thus the Local Plan strategy seeks to achieve broad alignment
between housing and jobs growth whilst recognising that in practice, a precise
relationship between housing and jobs is hard to achieve.

y)

Boosting supply: Paragraph 5.9 of the Draft Plan explains that whilst the target (of

The approach taken to derive the proportionate annual growth rate in the 2015 SHMA Partial Update was
based on a calculation of the total proportionate change between 2013 and 2032, annualised by dividing by 19.
An alternative methodology would be to take a compound average approach. This would suggest a slightly lower
proportionate growth rate each year for each scenario. The growth rate for the 2012 SNHP would be 1.1%
(comparable to a national growth rate of 0.9%) with the suggested OAN range representing an annual growth
rate of 1.3% - 1.4%
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12,000, an average of 632dpa over the 19 year plan period) falls short of the OAN, it
does represent a significant step-change, with an increase of around 55% in annual
average delivery rates relative to the historical rate of development in the borough
between 2001 and 2015 with a footnote (18) noting net completions of 5,774 over the
reported 14 year period in the Welwyn Hatfield Annual Monitoring Report 2014/15
(equivalent to an average delivery rate of 412dpa (Evidence - page 29 of IMP/1a).
z)

The implications of the target: Understanding the implications of the Draft Local
Plan Housing target has been considered in a report carried out by specialist
consultants (HOU/22). The report concludes that whilst the proposed levels of growth
in the Draft Plan fall below the OAN, such level of provision will still boost the supply
of housing supply in the borough, supporting a sustained growth in the borough’s
population and providing a sizeable labour force to support growth in employment.

16)

There is an even greater discrepancy in the case of the 2014 based household
projections? Is it intended to meet the revised FOAHN through additional land
releases? If not why not?
Welwyn Hatfield Response:

a)

A more pronounced shortfall of 3,200 dwellings arises in the context of the more
recent OAN concluded in the SHMA Update 2017 (HOU/21), which has been
informed by the 2014-based SNHPs.

b)

There are no current proposals to release additional land to meet this increased
shortfall for the reasons set out above in our response to Q15.

c)

As indicated in the Council’s response to Matter 1 – The Duty to Cooperate, and
specifically in responses to Qs 10, 15, 16, 17 and 19 on Matter 1 (EX04), the Council
has done everything it reasonably can to positively plan to meet the housing needs of
the borough but a shortfall has arisen. It will continue to work positively to address
infrastructure capacity issues and the shortfall against the OAN.

17)

Is the assumed windfall allowance fully justified?
Welwyn Hatfield Response:

a)

The basis for the Council’s windfall allowance is set out in detail in the Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment (HOU/19). This indicates (paragraph 2.7.2
on p20 of the main report) that the Council understands the provisions of paragraph
48 in the NPPF by which planning authorities are able to include windfall in their land
supplies – that there must be ‘compelling evidence that such sites have consistently
become available in the local area and will continue to provide a reliable source of
supply’.

b)

The Council’s approach to demonstrating this ‘compelling evidence’ is set out over
p20-22 of HOU/19, but effectively consists of two stages. The first was to establish
levels of historic windfall development for different land uses – doing so by land use
allows a much finer-grain understanding of historic delivery and included an analysis
of what percentage of historic development for each land use type tends to come
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forward as allocations (or otherwise). The second stage was then to consider
whether those historic windfall trends are likely to continue in the future, taking a
variety of factors into account such as changes in national policy and the continuing
availability of such sites within the borough in the future.
c)

The Council’s conclusions on windfall are set out across p31-41 of HOU/19. Of the
19 land use categories where past delivery of windfall was assessed, a future
windfall allowance has only been made for 7 – this reflects the evidence and policy
driven nature of the approach set out above. When compared to the long-term
historic average of 106 windfall completions per annum (Table 12 on p31 of
HOU/19), the resultant ‘core’ allowance of 70 dwellings per annum could be viewed
as somewhat conservative, but it is considered to be an appropriate balance with the
need for the plan to be robust and fully justified by evidence.

d)

However, this ‘core’ allowance does not account for two specific factors. The first is
the fact that historic evidence in Table 12 indicates that a far higher proportion of
windfall is delivered as time passes since plan adoption and allocated sites are built
out – this can be seen in Table 12 and Figure 4 on p31 of HOU/19. By the final five
years of the new plan period (2027/28 to 2031/32, see Figure 17 on p225 of the
Local Plan) only 9 allocated sites are projected to still be awaiting completion – this
compares to the 27 sites which will be under construction during years 1-5 and 20
sites in years 6-10.

e)

Whilst certain land uses such as residential redevelopment deliver windfall at a
relatively consistent rate over time (Evidence: Appendix H of HOU/19), others such
as education – where a windfall allowance is nevertheless justifiable – have
historically deliver a large number of dwellings through site allocations. This reflects
the fact that many sites which will deliver dwellings towards the end of the plan
period are simply not known about yet and it has therefore been considered that
there is ‘compelling evidence’ to make an additional allowance of 70 dwellings per
annum for years 11-15 (i.e. 140 dwellings per annum of windfall in total). This is still
well below current levels of windfall being delivered – Indicator HO2 on p30 of the
2015/16 Annual Monitoring Report (IMP/1) indicates that 85% of dwelling
completions (347 out of 408) in that year were windfall.

f)

The second factor is the known likelihood of a significant quantum of development
coming forward as part of the Hatfield 2030+ project to regenerate Hatfield Town
Centre, but on which work is not sufficiently advanced for specific site allocations to
be made in the Local Plan. A further allowance is therefore made based on the
approximate 125 dwelling capacity of the two sites identified for redevelopment which
are within the Council’s ownership – this approach again strikes a balance with the
need to take a robust and realistic approach. Work has now progressed on land
assembly for development in Hatfield Town Centre, including a proposal to develop a
multi-storey car park to release sites with a far greater capacity than 125 dwellings
which are currently used for surface car parking26. This increases the likelihood of the
town centre windfall allowance being exceeded, and it is therefore fully justified.

26

Cabinet 4 April 2017 – http://democracy.welhat.gov.uk/documents/s3757/9%20-%20Hatfield%202030.pdf
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g)

The three components of windfall are applied over the final 12 years of the plan
period (2020/21 to 2031/32), to ensure there is no double counting with permissions
already in place, and amount to 1,315 dwellings. This is an average of 110 dwellings
per annum, very close to the long term historic average of 106 dwellings per annum.
Whilst the close match between the two figures is merely a product of the evidencebased process through which the new windfall allowance has been established, it
helps to demonstrate the extent to which it is reasonable and justified.

18)

To what extent have past rates of windfall development been conditioned by the
absence of an up-to-date adopted LP in recent years and a shortage of allocated
sites for housing development?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

This is largely covered in the response to Q17 above, and paragraph d) in particular.
It is reasonable to conclude that the length of time since the adoption of the District
Plan in 2005 (12 years) and its intended end date of 2011 (6 years ago) is indeed a
cause of high levels of windfall development now. Changes in policy, economic and
personal circumstances mean that the owners of sites currently being developed
would likely not have anticipated bringing development forward at the time the District
Plan was being prepared. This is inevitable, and is reflected in the Council’s
additional future windfall allowance (see paragraph 17d above).

19)

What approach has been taken to ensure the meeting of any unmet needs from
other authorities, particularly within the W/H LHMA? Is this justified?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The Council’s response to Q8 in the Inspector’s Preliminary Questions on Matter 1 the Duty to Cooperate (EX04) sets out the picture of planned provision within the
wider Welwyn Hatfield HMA. For submitted plans, a small shortfall is currently
identified only for East Herts. The East Herts Plan is currently being examined. Other
submitted plans propose to meet their needs in full. The response to Q14 (EX04)
provides further detail.

b)

The Council’s response to Q18 in the Inspector’s Preliminary Questions on Matter 1 the Duty to Cooperate (EX04) explains how the issue of meeting unmet needs from
other authorities has been addressed.

c)

The London plan does not currently require authorities outside London to
accommodate any London shortfall.

d)

Given the shortfall that arises in Welwyn Hatfield between the proposed housing
target in the Draft Local Plan and the OAN, it is not in a position to assist any other
authority within its HMA with a shortfall, should one arise.
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20)

How would the proposed level of housing compare with past completion
rates?
Welwyn Hatfield Response
Paragraph 5.9 of the Draft Plan explains that the proposed target (of 12,000,
equivalent to an average of 632dpa over the 19 year plan period) represents a
significant step-change, with an increase of around 55% in annual delivery rates
relative to the historical rate of development in the borough between 2001 and 2015
with a footnote (18) noting net completions of 5,774 over the reported 14 year period
in the Welwyn Hatfield Annual Monitoring Report 2014/15 (equivalent to an average
delivery rate of 412dpa (Evidence - page 29 of IMP/1a).

21)

How were options for housing provision assessed through the Sustainability
Appraisal process? What was the outcome of the appraisal in terms of the
relative merits of options? Were all reasonable options considered and
appraised? Is the justification for the level of housing provision clear?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

How were housing provision options assessed through the Sustainability
Appraisal (SA) process? Sustainability Appraisal has been carried out at each
stage in the production of the plan as set out in the Overview Topic Paper (TPA/1).
The ‘How Much Housing Growth’ section of the 2016 SA Report (SUB/3 p.38-41)
explains the evolution of the housing provision target and how this has been
assessed through the SA.

b)

At the early stages of plan preparation, this comprised an assessment of the
advantages and disadvantages of different strategic options. In 2009 an Issues and
Options report was produced, which set out key issues and options on which views
were sought including how to make provision for the required levels of growth
(including 10,000 homes, the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) target), how best to
protect the environment and address climate change, how to raise quality of life and
ensure communities are sustainable.

c)

Later in 2009, a successful legal challenge resulted in the removal of the RSS
housing target for Welwyn Hatfield (the RSS was revoked in January 2013) and a
local target was sought. In 2011, the Council identified five high-level housing target
options in the ‘How Many Homes?’ growth scenario consultation, which were subject
to SA. The results of the SA assessments for each of these five housing targets are
presented in Examination document SA/3, and summarised in Section 7 of the 2012
SA Report (SA/4).

d)

Further technical work was carried out following the publication of the “How many
new homes?” consultation to establish the evidence base for a locally derived target,
based on a range of scenarios relating to demographic projections, economic
forecasting, affordability indicators, previous delivery trends, the regional spatial
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strategy and urban capacity estimates, as well as infrastructure considerations. The
Council considers that this exercise identified all reasonable alternative housing
growth options. A total of 24 scenarios were reported in Housing Background Paper
Part 1. Most of these were within the range considered in the ‘How Many Homes?’
consultation figures, or were not considered to be reasonable alternatives (e.g. a
higher figure than can realistically be delivered). Chapter 7 of the 2012 SA Report
(SA/4) discusses these scenarios and their sustainability implications.
e)

What was the outcome of the appraisal? Summary SA commentaries for each
option, as well as reasons why each option was selected or rejected, were presented
in paragraphs 7.9 to 7.29 of the 2012 SA Report (SA/4). In general, options for lower
housing targets were considered less likely to have negative environmental effects,
but could have negative social and economic effects due to insufficient investment in
job creation and infrastructure and a shortfall in housing, including affordable
housing. Options for higher housing targets were considered likely to benefit health
and wellbeing through investment in affordable housing, green infrastructure,
employment opportunities and public transport, but were identified as being more
likely to increase carbon emissions via increased out-commuting and may lead to
negative effects on landscape character and biodiversity. The assessment process
and the outcome of the appraisal in terms of the relative merits of options is
summarized in Sections 5 and 6 of the SA report 2016 (SUB/3).

f)

In terms of the settlement strategy, the Sustainability Appraisal of the Emerging Core
Strategy was influential (alongside consultation responses and new growth evidence)
in altering the approach in the borough. It indicated that there were some
sustainability advantages to limited growth around the villages as this would help to
sustain community facilities which might otherwise struggle to be maintained given
the low levels of urban capacity. This led to a more proportionate distribution of
housing in the draft Local Plan. The merits of strategic locations and specific sites is
explored in full in paragraphs 5.109 – 5.178 and paragraphs 6.174 – 6.318 of the SA
report 2016 and Annex 1(SUB/3).

g)

Were all reasonable alternatives considered? The Council is satisfied that
reasonable options for the level and distribution of growth and the allocated sites
have been considered. Section 6 of the SA report 2016 (SUB/3) describes the
reasonable alternatives for each strategic policy and site. Sites that were considered
to be reasonable alternatives have been assessed in the SA (Annex 1). Scoring of
the sites is consistent with the SA assumptions in Appendix 2.

h)

Is justification for the level of housing provision clear? The justification for the
level of housing provision in the Submission Local Plan is clearly outlined in
paragraphs 5.35 - 5.42 and 6.17 – 6.28 of the SA report 2016 and Annex 1, Section
1 (SUB/3). In particular, the housing target aims to take a positive approach to
increasing housing and employment growth, and has been identified through a
combined site based (suitability and deliverability of sites) and need based approach
(with reference to the Objectively Assessed Need, OAN). The housing target
identified in the Submission Local Plan is around 12,000 homes. Taking into account
the proposed allocations, there remains a shortfall in relation to the OAN of around
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600-1,430 homes, as the Council has been unable to identify the capacity to address
this shortfall. The shortfall relates to the later part of the plan period, beyond 2027.
However, Policy SP 2 supports the delivery of a strategic site in East Herts as a
sustainable extension to the east of Welwyn Garden City which would accommodate
a further 1,350 homes, and would go towards meeting the need for housing within
East Herts and within the Welwyn Hatfield Housing Market Area.

22)

In overall terms is the level of housing planned appropriate and justified?
Should the amount of housing planned be increased or decreased? If so to what
level and on what basis?
Welwyn Hatfield Response
Yes, as set out in our response to Q15 above, the level of housing planned is
appropriate and justified.

a)

At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework (the NPPF) is a presumption
in favour of sustainable development (paragraph 14). For plan-making, this means
that Local Plans should meet objectively assesses needs, with sufficient flexibility to
adapt to rapid change, unless:


any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh
the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken as a whole;
or



Specific policies in the Framework indicate that development should be restricted.

b)

As set out in paragraph 7 of the NPPF, there are three dimensions to sustainable
development The planning system performs a number of roles including (in
summary) an economic role – contributing to building a strong economy, ensuring
that sufficient land is available of the right type, in the right place at the right time;
identifying and coordinating development requirements including the provision of
infrastructure. In a social role, planning supports communities providing housing to
meet existing and future generations with accessible local services that reflect the
community’s needs and support its well-being. In an environmental role, planning
contributes to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic environment,
helping to improve biodiversity and use natural resources prudently. The approach
taken in the Draft Plan seeks to perform all these roles.

c)

With regards to Plan-making, paragraph 151 of the NPPF reiterates the requirements
of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 in so far as Local Plans must be
prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable
development and to this end, should be consistent with the principles and policies set
out in the Framework. Significant adverse impacts on any of the dimensions of
sustainable development should be avoided (paragraph 152). Local Plans can be
reviewed in whole or in part to respond flexibly to changing circumstances
(paragraph 153). With specific reference to infrastructure, LPAs should (with others)
assess the capacity of infrastructure (including for transport and education) and its
ability to meet forecast demands (paragraph 162 of the NPPF).
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d)

The capacity of infrastructure (including for transport and education) and its ability to
meet forecast demands has been assessed in the preparation of the Plan. The
development strategy seeks to ensure that development requirements will be
coordinated to ensure that sufficient land is available of the right type, in the right
place at the right time, supporting communities with accessible services and
protecting the natural environment. Certain infrastructure capacity constraints have
not yet been resolved and this would indicate that the amount of housing growth
should not be increased at the current time. To do so would not deliver sustainable
development based on our current understanding of infrastructure capacity and
delivery. The proposed strategy is consistent with national policy.

23)

In the context of the requirement to boost the supply of housing now, can the
split housing trajectory be justified?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The ‘split’ housing target proposed in Policy SP2 (498 dwellings per annum from
2013/14 to 2021/22 then 752 dwellings per annum to 2031/32) is a product of the
housing trajectory set out in Figure 17 on p225 of the plan. It reflects the Council’s
need to have a five year supply of housing land at the point the plan is adopted (and
on a rolling basis) – it is an approach that has been found sound elsewhere and was
suggested by a practising Inspector (see LPD/7).

b)

The delivery estimates in the trajectory are largely based upon conclusions in the
Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (HOU/19), on matters such as:
 Infrastructure constraints – For many sites, comments from Thames Water
about the need to upgrade waste water infrastructure and the 18-36 month lead
in period required for these meant that expected delivery has had to be pushed
back. Another example of delivery being constrained by infrastructure is site
SDS6/ Hat15, where development cannot commence until a new road to the site
is built.
 Legal constraints – A number of mostly urban sites are affected by constraints
such as leases which do not expire until later in the plan period (HS3/Pea08,
HS4/Hal03) or restrictive covenants which mean that development is unlikely to
be viable until later in the plan period (HS6/Han91, HS7/Hal02).
 Site owner (or developer) promotions and representations – In some cases,
site owners or developers have indicated that sites will not be available until later
in the plan period for their own personal reasons. One example is HS13/HS91,
where the site will not come forward for development until the middle of the plan
period despite it being vacant and generally unconstrained.

c)

Delivery estimates are also informed by prior monitoring of the typical build-out rates
of developed sites – see example table for the former Hatfield Aerodrome developed
during the 2000s, and spreadsheet for a site of around 200 dwellings in Welwyn
under construction at the current time. This helps to qualify the delivery assumptions
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made using the HELAA, and improve their robustness. The Council is satisfied that it
has struck an appropriate balance between the need to boost the supply of housing
but also be realistic about constraints – the response to Q20 in EX04 provides further
information about the Council’s approach in doing this. It should also be noted that
the developers of several sites proposed for allocation27 have indicated that the
proposed build out rates are broadly realistic (albeit that they would benefit from
minor adjustment – this is not unexpected given that some of the assumptions
informing the trajectory in Figure 17 were made two years ago).
d)

Whilst it does represent a boost to the supply of housing, and is considered to be
realistic taking the above into account, it is recognised that the lower initial target of
498 dwellings per annum does not in itself represent a major step-change from the
average 412 dwellings per annum completed between 2001 and 2015 (Footnote 18
on p38 of the plan). However, neither of these figures are entirely representative.

e)

Firstly, the actual housing target for much of the period between 2001 and 2015 set
out in the previous District Plan was only 280 dwellings per annum – for many years
in the mid 2000’s the Council delivered well above its requirement. Secondly, the
lower initial target for this plan reflects the lower levels of completions seen in the
pre-adoption phase from 2013/14 to 2016/17 which the target applies to
retrospectively – the average anticipated level of housing delivery for years 1-5 i.e.
2017/18 to 2021/22 (see Figure 17 in Appendix A of the Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission SUB/6) is 606 dwellings per annum, and this is a significant boost to the
supply of housing in the short term.

f)

More importantly, the split target is only that – a target. Subject to the requirements
for the provision of infrastructure set out in Policy SP13 there are no policies or other
provisions in the plan which use the lower initial target as a limit on development in
the early part of the plan period, indeed it is expected that housing delivery will be
almost double the target in 2020/21 and 2021/22 (see Figure 17 in Appendix A of the
Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission SUB/6). The lower initial and higher
subsequent targets are effectively a ‘flattening’ of a much more dynamic picture of
housing delivery which is anticipated across the plan period – this is shown most
effectively in Figure 9 on p35 of the 2015/16 Annual Monitoring Report (IMP/1).

g)

The split target should therefore be viewed as a reflection of realistic likely housing
delivery projections, and a tool in ensuring that a five year housing land supply can
be delivered. It is not a constraint on housing delivery and is entirely compatible with
the requirement to boost the supply of housing.

27

dlpps656 – Tarmac (SDS2); dlpps2178 – Gascoyne Cecil Estates (SDS5, SDS6, SDS7, HS2)
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24)

In an area with high land values and a history of major development occurring
over a relatively short period of time, do infrastructure constraints really justify
the approach taken?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

There is no reference in this question to a specific period or periods in the history of
Welwyn Hatfield where major development took place. Of course, both the borough’s
towns were designated New Towns in 1948 and development corporations were
subsequently established which set out masterplans for growth within the two
designated areas. Substantial development occurred in those areas in the 1950s and
1960s, supported by transport, education, health and community infrastructure. This
was a very different era from today, with a comprehensive approach to land
assembly and infrastructure planning and greater government involvement in the
process of developing new communities.

b)

In contrast, today’s attempts to secure substantial housing growth have to deal with a
dwindling supply and inflated cost of land for development, and increasing pressure
on infrastructure of all types, for example a much greater level of car ownership and
its impact on congestion on the road network. The economic pressure to rationalise
and centralise in certain infrastructure areas, such as health, is increasing the need
for people to travel at a time when other economic pressures are leading to the
curtailment of some public transport options which require public subsidy, particularly
bus travel.

c)

The only major expansions of the two towns since the New Towns era have been the
incremental growth at Panshanger, Welwyn Garden City, and the redevelopment at
Hatfield Aerodrome. Residential development at Panshanger was envisaged by the
Welwyn Garden City New Town masterplan and took place in the 1970s and 1980s
at a pace which allowed for the gradual accommodation of infrastructure needs.

d)

The Hatfield Aerodrome redevelopment, on the other hand, produced radical change
for Hatfield in opening up land west of the A1 and beyond the original designated
New Town area. The development commenced in 2001, and delivered about 2000
new homes by 2009, through multiple developers, in addition to employment and
University uses. This growth required an extensive supporting S106 infrastructure
package of around £30 million in addition to major road improvements in and around
Junctions 3 and 4 of the A1(M) which took parts of those road systems close to
capacity. Future development to the west of the A1(M) at Hatfield, including at Local
Plan sites SDS5 (Hat1) and SDS6 (Hat15) will require further major transport
infrastructure packages, as well as substantial resources for education and other
community facilities.

e)

There may be an assumption in the question that because land values (and by
extension new property values) are high in the Welwyn Hatfield area, then the
necessary infrastructure to support housing growth can be readily afforded. It is true
that the Council’s viability work demonstrates the general viability of housing
development of appropriate types, and ability of sites to support some level of S106
(and in some cases CIL) contributions. There are variations in this across the
borough however, with Hatfield and to some extent eastern WGC returning
significantly lower values. Some of the infrastructure required to support even higher
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levels of growth than those identified in the Local Plan would require a step-change
in thinking and funding; transport infrastructure along the A1(M) corridor and eastwest along the A414 being a case in point.
f)

As set out in the Council’s response to question 15, the Local Plan seeks to ensure
that sufficient infrastructure can be provided to meet the planned level of growth in
the right place at the right time and the infrastructure constraints that currently exist
are not necessarily related to viability.
g) The Council is not in a position to have reasonable certainty at the current time that
adequate levels of physical, social and environmental infrastructure could be made
available to support higher levels of growth during the plan period. Without
reasonable certainty that this infrastructure can be delivered at the right place and at
the right time, communities would not have access to the services they need
alongside further housing growth. Such a strategy would have a significant adverse
impact on the economic and social dimensions of sustainable development, which
the NPPF says should be avoided.
h) The NPPF does envisage and allow for Local Plans to be reviewed, in part to
respond flexibly to changing circumstances. The Council’s approach to undertake a
plan review to work with others to explore the possibilities for addressing
infrastructure constraints, is therefore consistent with national policy.

25)

To what extent is the part of Birchall Garden suburb within East Hertfordshire
District intended to meet the housing needs of:

a)

That part of the Welwyn Hatfield LHMA within East Hertfordshire District?
Welwyn Hatfield Response
As set out in bullet point six of Policy SP2 Targets for Growth, and Policy SP19 South
east of Welwyn Garden City – SDS2 (WGC5) – Birchall Garden Suburb, the delivery
of around 1,350 new dwellings to the east of Welwyn Garden City will be located within
the administrative area of East Herts to help to meet the need for housing within East
Herts. The 1,350 new homes will be located within the (more tightly defined) Welwyn
Hatfield Housing Market Area (HMA) as spatially defined in the Welwyn Hatfield SHMA
2014.
This means that all of the 1,350 homes that form part of the proposals for Birchall
Garden Suburb within East Herts will contribute towards meeting the housing needs of
East Herts within that part of the more tightly defined Welwyn Hatfield HMA.

b)

That part of the Welwyn Hatfield LHMA within Welwyn Hatfield Borough?
Welwyn Hatfield Response
As set out in Policy SP19 South east of Welwyn Garden City – SDS2 (WGC5) – Birchall
Garden Suburb, 1,200 dwellings are proposed to be delivered within the administrative
area of Welwyn Hatfield.
This means that all of the 1,200 homes that form part of the proposals for Birchall
Garden Suburb within Welwyn Hatfield will contribute towards meeting the housing
needs of Welwyn Hatfield within that part of the Welwyn Hatfield HMA.
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Employment growth
26)

Are the employment projections sufficiently up-to-date?
Welwyn Hatfield Response:

a)

The Economy Study (ECO/5) was first published in July 2014, but was updated in
December 2015 (ECO/7) and in part in February 2017 (ECO/9) to take account of
more recent economic forecasts. The Council uses both East of England Forecasting
Model (EEFM) and Experian forecasts of jobs growth – these were most recently
published in August 2016 and December 2016 respectively, and fed into ECO/9. The
employment projections are therefore fully up-to-date.

27)

What is the basis for planning for up to 16,900 new jobs? What options were
considered and why was this figure chosen?
Welwyn Hatfield Response:

a)

The 16,900 jobs growth figure emerged as a conclusion of the 2015 Economy Study
Update (ECO/7). This considered four different scenarios for jobs growth:
 Scenario 1: Growth in accordance with projections produced by Experian, which
indicated 15,960 new jobs (5,400 in Class B uses) across the plan period by
assessing likely changes in employment across 38 different economic sectors.
 Scenario 2: Growth in accordance with Oxford Economics’ East of England
Forecasting Model (EEFM), which indicated 17,800 new jobs (7,000 in Class B
uses) across the plan period by assessing likely change in employment across
31 different economic sectors.
 Scenario 3: An estimate of growth across the plan period by continuing past
trends of economic growth over the period from 1997 and 2013 forward. This
looked at growth in jobs in Class B uses only, and indicated 9,700 new jobs.
 Scenario 4: A hybrid of Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, which indicated 16,900 jobs
across the plan period.

b)

Scenario 3 was immediately discounted because of its variance from the Experian
and EEFM projections – both in terms of its resultant conclusions on need for
employment land which was considerably higher than the other scenarios, and its
projected decline in need for industrial land which is contrary to market signals
(ECO/7 para 4.24). Scenarios 1 and 2 are produced by experienced forecasting
houses and are informed by extensive research and intelligence about future market
conditions – a scenario which varies significantly from them is therefore unlikely to be
credible.

c)

Scenarios 1 and 2 suggested relatively similar levels of economic growth, albeit with
quite different projections of how that growth will be split between different Class B
uses (ECO/7 para 4.35). Academic research has indicated that combining different
economic forecasts has the potential to increase their accuracy, particularly where
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there is no other clear reason to choose one forecast over the other (para 4.26).
Accordingly, the hybrid Scenario 4 was recommended (para 4.37) as the best
forecast of the need for jobs over the plan period.
d)

Duty to Cooperate activity with neighbouring authorities has established that there
are no unmet needs from elsewhere which Welwyn Hatfield needs to meet (evidence
in MOUs with East Hertfordshire, North Hertfordshire, Stevenage, Hertsmere and
Broxbourne). This means that the Council’s starting point in seeking to meet its
economic needs is the Class B floorspace requirement for Welwyn Hatfield derived
from the hybrid scenario – 138,000sqm.

e)

The Council’s ability to directly influence the numbers of jobs being created in the
borough is generally limited – its role is to identify a sufficient supply of land to meet
the jobs growth forecast. The Council identified that it had an employment floorspace
supply of 116,380sqm at the time the Local Plan was published (see Figure 18 on
p226 of the plan SUB/6), including the capacity on suitable sites proposed for release
from the Green Belt. On a proportionate basis, this shortfall in floorspace provision
was theoretically assumed to constrain jobs growth to 14,500 over the plan period
(Local Plan para 5.5). However, government estimates28 indicate that the number of
jobs in Welwyn Hatfield actually increased by 2,600 from 2013 to 2014 – adding this
to the 14,500 jobs that can be delivered from the 116,380sqm floorspace supply
gives a total of 17,100 jobs. Because this exceeds the 16,900 job need derived from
the hybrid model, it was concluded at that time that need could still be met in full.

f)

The 2017 review of the need for jobs (ECO/9) resulted in a projected growth from the
hybrid approach of 16,600 jobs. Given the very small 1.8% reduction from the job
16,900 jobs in the Local Plan that remained an appropriate figure to plan for at the
time the Local Plan was submitted for examination.

28)

How does this compare with historic rates of job growth?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

28
29

The 16,900 jobs growth forecast covers the full plan period from 2013 to 2032.
Official ONS estimates indicate that there were 83,000 jobs in Welwyn Hatfield in
201329, meaning that a growth of 16,900 jobs equates to 20.4% over the plan period
or 1.07% per annum (averaged, not compound). Comparable data is only available
back to 2000, when the same ONS estimates indicated that there were 65,000 jobs
in Welwyn Hatfield. The growth of 18,000 jobs seen over the period to 2013 means
that the percentage growth in jobs per annum has historically been almost double
that now being planned for, at 2.13% (average, not compound). Whilst some of the
job growth in the early 2000s will have been an indirect replacement for jobs lost in
the 1990s with the closure of British Aerospace in Hatfield, it remains clear that future
jobs growth in the borough is forecast to be lower than historically. This is also
evidenced from the Economy Study’s conclusions on the unsuitability of Scenario 3
ONS Business Register and Employment Survey, 2014 and 2015
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157231/subreports/jd_time_series/report.aspx?
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(historic trend-based) when compared to model-based forecasts of job growth.

29)

How does the rate of growth compare with rates used in similar nearby
authorities?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The table below sets out the average jobs growth for local authorities in Welwyn
Hatfield’s Functional Economic Market Area (FEMA), contrasted against historic jobs
growth rates since 2000. The EEFM has been used on its own in this case because
not all authorities use Experian forecasts and a hybrid approach, although the figures
given are an average of the 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2016 runs of the EEFM in order to
still provide flatter data which is less vulnerable to distortion by outliers in other
authority areas. The data in all cases covers Welwyn Hatfield’s plan period (other
authorities’ plan periods differ).

Jobs
2000

Jobs
2013

East Herts

66,000

Luton

Local Authority

Actual job growth
2000-2013

EEFM forecast job
growth 2013-2032

Jobs

% per
annum30

Jobs

% per
annum30

69,000

3,000

0.35%

11,000

0.84%

86,000

96,000

10,000

0.89%

14,700

0.81%

North Herts

55,000

56,000

1,000

0.14%

5,500

0.52%

St Albans

66,000

80,000

14,000

1.63%

15,600

1.03%

Stevenage

48,000

45,000

-3,000

-0.48%

4,800

0.56%

Welwyn Hatfield

65,000

83,000

18,000

2.13%

17,400

1.10%31

Welwyn Hatfield FEMA

386,000

429,000

43,000

0.86%

68,900

0.85%

b)

It is apparent that the forecast growth in jobs in Welwyn Hatfield is above that of
other authorities in the FEMA. However, the extent of that difference varies
significantly – jobs growth in Welwyn Hatfield is forecast to only be slightly greater
than that in St Albans, whereas it is forecast to be more than double that of North
Herts. This reflects the different economic sectors present in those areas and how
levels of employment in those are forecast to change by the EEFM. For example,
Table 4-17 on p33 of the 2015 Economy Study Update (ECO/7) indicates the extent
to which the EEFM forecasts sectors such as business and professional services to
grow significantly, but expects sectors such as public administration and
manufacturing to shrink.

c)

Historically, Welwyn Hatfield has also had the highest level of job growth of
authorities in the FEMA. Again, this was only slightly greater than in St Albans, with a
more pronounced difference to other authorities. What is notable is the extent to

Average annual increase, not compound: i.e. percentage change over period divided by number of
years
31 Note that this figure should be different to the 1.07% figure in para 29a – that is the product of the
hybrid scenario (i.e. EEFM and Experian), the 1.10% per annum figure is purely derived from the
EEFM
30
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which authorities which have historically experienced a lower growth in jobs are
forecast to see an increased rate of job growth in the future, whereas authorities
which have historically experienced a higher growth in jobs are forecast to see a
reduced rate of job growth in the future.

30)

What is the relationship between planned housing and jobs growth? How will
this affect commuting and migration patterns?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

The relationship between employment growth and housing has been considered
within the SHMA evidence base, drawing upon the assessment of job growth in the
Council’s evidence as presented within the Economy Study (and updates).

b)

The 2015 SHMA Partial Update (HOU/15) and 2016 SHMA Addendum: Responding
to the Economy Study (HOU/18) indicated that supporting likely job growth would
require an uplift in the level of net migration projected by official projections, namely
the then-latest 2012-based SNPP. This would support the necessary growth in labour
force, and generate an additional need for housing beyond that implied by
demographic trend-based projections.

c)

The 2017 SHMA Update (HOU/21) concluded that the latest 2014-based SNPP
would provide sufficient growth in the labour force to support the job creation
considered likely by the Economy Study Update 2015. This reflected the implied
population growth, and in particular the projected growth of the working age
population in this dataset. No additional migration effect beyond that assumed by the
2014-based SNPP would therefore need to be generated to support likely job growth
in Welwyn Hatfield with the migration trends based on the demographic projections
therefore assumed to continue.

d)

The assessment of need has drawn upon POPGROUP modelling prepared by Edge
Analytics, where a fixed commuting ratio has been applied to balance the resident
labour force with the number of jobs available. This is based on the commuting ratio
recorded in the borough at the 2011 Census. This assumption allows for a
continuation of the existing commuting relationships between Welwyn Hatfield and
other authorities over the plan period, and does not assume to affect or change such
relationships.

e)

The Council has also published a paper prepared by specialist consultants (Turley,
with demographic modelling by Edge Analytics) ‘Understanding the Implications of
the Draft Housing Target 2017’ (HOU/22), to consider the implications for the scale of
population, households and labour force growth implied by the provision of 12,000
homes in the Draft Local Plan.

f)

This concludes that the Local Plan housing target of 12,000 new homes will provide
the labour force to support between 15,730 and 17,360 additional jobs over the plan
period, based on reasonable assumptions on labour-force behaviour. The analysis
does suggest that the planned level of housing may modestly constrain future job
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growth or restrict the formation of younger households or a combination thereof
(paragraph 2.24 HOU/22). Depending on younger household formation, changes in
economic activity, unemployment, commuting and/or double jobbing may be required
over the plan period to account for the ‘small’ imbalance (paragraph 2.25 HOU/22).
g)

The officers’ report to the Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel in June
2016 brought to the Panel’s attention to the relationship between the need for
housing, the economy study and the housing target. Economic forecasts are based
on a complex set of assumptions and are clearly subject to variation. The report
notes that whilst matching jobs to housing is a laudable sustainability objective, in
practice this is hard to achieve and there can be no precise relationship between
housing and jobs.

h)

The Draft Plan is positively prepared, helping to create the right conditions for the
local economy to grow sustainably alongside housing growth and ensuring that as far
as possible, the borough is an attractive place for investment.

31)

If job growth potential is as buoyant as suggested, why is employment
floorspace being lost to housing in significant amounts?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

Currently the planning system makes it relatively easy to change employment land to
residential land for two main reasons:


Permitted Development rights to convert B1 offices to residential which were
introduced in 2013 (initially for a 3 year period), have subsequently been made
permanent; and



Market signals, such as a current lack of demand for employment use, may be a
factor which weighs in favour of an alternative use for employment land, which is
otherwise protected through planning policy for employment uses.

b)

Residential land values in the borough are significantly higher than commercial land
values and these differences mean that there is a considerable incentive for
landowners to pursue residential uses above employment uses. This difference in
land values is evidenced by the Council’s 2016 Viability Study for the Community
Infrastructure Levy (VIB/6), which established that residential development can viably
pay £50-230 per square metre (depending on location), whereas commercial uses
can only viably pay a nominal £20 per square metre.

c)

This difference in land values and the consequent loss of employment floorspace for
residential development is unlikely to be limited to Welwyn Hatfield. In Welwyn
Hatfield however, this issue is likely to be compounded by the ‘planned’ heritage of
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield. A number of the borough’s employment areas are
located close to railway stations and therefore make particularly attractive residential
propositions – both to residents who value this convenience and to developers who
are then able to charge a premium for it.
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d)

The Council understands that the loss of employment floorspace is not necessarily
limited to vacant premises, and that there have been examples of current tenants not
having leases renewed, in order that a landowner could pursue residential
development on their site. As such, this indicates that loss of employment space to
residential is not necessarily suggestive of a lack of buoyancy in the local economy.

e)

Now that office-to-residential permitted development rights have been made
permanent, the impact of this is likely to be a part of the local employment land
supply picture for many years to come. As a result, when translating forecasted job
growth to land requirements, the Council has anticipated some continuing losses of
office floorspace. Figure 18 on p226 of the Local Plan indicates a likely loss through
windfall development of just over 30,000sqm.

f)

If the Local Plan is found sound and adopted, the Council can consider the use of
Article 4 Directions in order to protect employment land to ensure that a resilient local
economy can be sustained into the future, consistent with the NPPF and the
government’s commitment to ensuring that the planning system supports sustainable
economic growth.

32)

Is the overall level of job provision appropriate and justified? Is it realistic and
what assumptions are made? What would be the implications of more or less
jobs actually being created compared to the planned amount?
Welwyn Hatfield Response

a)

Appropriate and justified: The overall level of job provision proposed in the Draft
Local Plan is appropriate and justified by the evidence at that time. Policy SP2
supports a level of employment growth consistent with the vision and objectives of
the strategy and the principles of sustainable development. Just over 294ha of
employment land has been identified to maintain a sufficient supply of jobs in the
borough allowing for flexibility in the face of economic changes.

b)

The policy ambition is to make provision for 116,400sqm of new employment
floorspace between 2013 and 2032 from designated employment areas and mixed
use sites. Paragraph 5.5 of the Draft Local Plan 2016 indicates that taken together
with the number of jobs already created since 2013, the supply of this amount of
floorspace should be sufficient to support the level of jobs growth recommended in
the evidence base (Economy Study Update 2015 – ECO/7) at that time.

c)

Realistic assumptions: Many of the assumptions which lie behind the proposed
provision are built into the modelling process. Welwyn Hatfield has considered
employment forecasts from two separate research groups (modelling houses) –
EEFM and Experian. The forecasts have been considered over time and are up to
date. The two modelling houses produced overall employment figures which were
broadly similar, although the composition of these figures (in terms of employment
types) was made up in a different way. This suggested that taking a hybrid of the two
would smooth out any differences between them and was considered to be an
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appropriate course of action. The forecasting process for both modelling houses is
based on historic data. Projections are long term and indicative, though forecasters
themselves note that long term forecasting is sensitive to change.
d)

Table 8 in the Employment Topic (TPA/3) paper shows how both sets of forecasts
have varied over the period 2012-16. From this, it can be seen that the most recent
set of EEFM forecasts have varied from 13,400 to 20,100, which over the series of
four forecasts equates to an average of 17,425. Experian data is only available for
two forecasts, indicating an average jobs growth of 17,700. The Economy Study
Review (2017) (ECO/9) resulted in an updated projected growth from the hybrid
approach of 16,600 jobs. Given the very small 1.8% reduction from the 16,900 jobs
growth indicated in the Local Plan, that remained an appropriate figure to plan for at
the time the Local Plan was submitted for examination.

e)

On a more historical note, Housing Background Paper (2012) (HOU/5) includes
reference to seven earlier EEFM jobs growth forecasts from 2007 to 2012, which
have varied form a low of 7,100 to a high of 19,600. Whilst not seeking to suggest
that these earlier forecasts are in any way up-to-date (they also report on a different
time period so are not directly comparable to the latest datasets), what they do
demonstrate is that jobs growth forecasts are sensitive to change in light of a broad
set of circumstances and modeling assumptions pertaining at any one time.

f)

Other important assumptions in determining employment provision include plot ratio
and employment densities for different uses, as these are used to calculate
floorspace requirements from jobs forecasts. These are based on the published HCA
guidance “A Guide to Employment Densities”32 As the Employment Sites Selection
Background Paper (ECO/8) noted in paragraphs 7.33 – 7.34, site capacities for
proposed new sites are indicative and whilst the results are considered to be robust,
they are not intended to be definitive, so capacities may go up or down once planning
applications are submitted.

g)

Policy SP2 does not set a target for jobs growth rather it uses the evidence to identify
a quantum of employment floorspace which will be required to meet those
projections. As the Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel were informed in
June 2016, “economic projections are always subject to considerable uncertainty,
which increases the further into the future they are made, and that changes in the
number of jobs do not always relate directly to changes in floorspace” (Item 9,
paragraph 3.8). Given these caveats, the overall level of jobs growth was considered
to be realistic at the time of the Reg.19 consultation in 2016 and at the point of
submission.

h)

Implications of less or more jobs being created: The implications of more or less
jobs being created depends upon the scale of any such notional difference. It is also
important to recognize that the cause of less or more jobs being created can be
affected by external influences of a national or international nature such as a
significant recession, the impact of a change in Government policy or through

32

Homes and Communities Agency, “A Guide to Employment Densities. Version 3 (2015)”
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/484133/employment_density_guid
e_3rd_edition.pdf
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significant changes to particular industries or workforce behaviour do occur and are
difficult to predict and any response by the Council to either scenario would depend
on circumstances.
i)

The Council has positively planned to meet the needs of the borough in accordance
with the NPPF. However, if jobs growth is lower than planned, the Council would be
aware of this through its monitoring and could look to introduce positive stimulus. As
noted in the Employment Topic Paper (TPA/3), the Council intends to introduce
Article 4 Directions in order to protect the best resources of office space from
conversion to residential through permitted development rights fairly soon after the
Local Plan is adopted, along with possible other work to improve existing
employment areas

j)

As explained in more detail in our following response to Q33, the Council’s most up
to date assessment of employment land supply, undertaken since submission,
indicates that a reduced supply of employment land is now available. Supporting a
precise level of jobs growth is a complex matter, being dependent upon the types of
employment uses, densities achieved, land availability, labour-force behaviour etc.
However, the implications of our latest assessment of land supply appears to indicate
a growth of 15,600 jobs is more likely to be achievable. When this is considered
alongside the proposed housing target of 12,000 new homes it would still indicate
broad alignment between the number of homes planned and the number of jobs
likely to be supported33. It would also indicate that the strategy of protecting the
borough’s employment land resources is an appropriate strategy in the face of the
challenges the borough faces in maintaining a sufficient supply of land to provide the
right conditions for a resilient local economy that can be sustained into the future.

k)

The implications of more jobs being created again depends upon the scale of any
such notional difference but this may suggest the need to identify alternative options
and opportunities. This could include making more efficient use of sites or
undertaking an appropriate process to identify additional suitable sites in sustainable
locations. It may indicate a need to release more Green Belt land for development
than already proposed if suitable opportunities cannot be identified within urban
areas. Alternatively, it may indicate the need to seek assistance from a neighbouring
authority within the Welwyn Hatfield FEMA if a shortfall arose and could not be met in
line with the DtC.

33)

Can the forecasted job growth be realistically achieved without additional
land/floorspace beyond that proposed being provided?
Welwyn Hatfield Response:

a)

Policy SP2 of the Local Plan and the employment floorspace trajectory in Figure 18
(p226) indicate that 116,400sqm of new employment floorspace can be provided
over the plan period. This was based on the position at the end of the 2015/16

HOU/22 indicates that the planned housing provision of 12,000 would be sufficient to support jobs growth of
15,734 when allowing for a recovery in younger household formation rates.

33
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monitoring year prior to the publication of the Draft Local Plan – March 2016.
b)

A re-assessment of capacity in November 2016 in order to inform the 2017 update to
the Economy Study (ECO/9) indicated that the supply of employment floorspace had
fallen to 102,000sqm. This was primarily the result of further office-to-residential prior
notifications, and a better understanding of the remaining development capacity at
Hatfield Business Park following the submission of a revised outline planning
application. When translated to a need for land, ECO/9 identified that this reduction
of floorspace would result in a plan period employment land shortfall of around 3
hectares.

c)

The Economy Topic Paper (TPA/3) noted that the 3 hectare land shortfall represents
just 1.0% of the total 294.1 hectare stock of designated employment land in the
borough, as set out in Policy SP2. Because past experience has shown that the
provision of employment floorspace is not the only factor in facilitating job growth,
and that jobs growth forecasts can in any case be somewhat variable over time,
TPA/3 judged (para 3.13) that the shortfall was de minimis and that the Local Plan’s
strategy for meeting the forecast level of jobs growth remained robust and realistic.

d)

This remained the case at the point the Local Plan was submitted for examination.
Now that relevant data has become available post-submission, it has also been
possible to undertake a further reassessment of employment land supply as of the
end of the 2016/17 monitoring year. This indicates that potential employment
floorspace supply has fallen further, to 92,800sqm (evidence in spreadsheet). The
reduction is partly the result of further office-to-residential prior notifications (which
are however resulting in a more positive boost to the borough’s housing land supply).
It also reflects the granting of planning permission for a non B-use training and
business support centre (albeit still very much job-creating) on land at Falcon Way in
Welwyn Garden City, which had previously been given an assumed B-use
employment floorspace capacity in Figure 18 of the Local Plan.

e)

At a typical 50% plot ratio (i.e. 1 hectare/10,000sqm of land to 5,000sqm of a net
internal floorspace), the 9,200sqm reduction in employment floorspace supply
approximately translates to a further 2 hectare shortfall in employment land by the
end of the plan period. This would result in a 5 hectare shortfall in total, and it may no
longer be reasonable to consider this to be de minimis. It is therefore necessary to
consider how the reduced supply of employment land might impact on jobs growth.

f)

The Experian and EEFM jobs growth scenarios forecast Class B jobs growth of 5,400
and 7,000 respectively. These average to 6,200 jobs under the hybrid scenario,
meaning that 10,700 jobs (total growth of 16,900 jobs, less 6,200) are forecast to
occur irrespective of the borough’s Class B floorspace supply. Applying a
proportionate reduction to the 6,200 Class B job forecast in line with the 20.3%
reduction in Class B floorspace supply from 116,400sqm to 92,800sqm would
notionally constrain Class B growth to 4,900 jobs. Total jobs growth would therefore
be notionally constrained to 15,600 – 7.7% below the hybrid scenario forecast of
16,900 in 2015, and 6.0% below the hybrid scenario forecast of 16,600 in 2017.
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g)

The response to Q31 notes the difficulty in controlling losses of employment
floorspace at the present time. Assuming that the Local Plan is found sound, the
Council will then be in a position to better regulate those losses – notably by being
able to introduce an Article 4 Direction restricting permitted development rights for
office-to-residential changes of use (the intention to do this has already been set out
at para 10.12 of the Local Plan), but also by having more up-to-date policies and site
allocations in place.

h)

The response to Q32 highlights that assumptions around plot ratios and densities
impact upon the estimated level of jobs growth which can be achieved on a site. For
example, the capacity given for Land north of Chequersfield in the employment
floorspace trajectory has assumed that the site comes forward in a Class B8 use –
this has a typical 50% plot ratio (see Table 4-1 on p24 of the 2015 Economy Study
Update ECO/7). However, if this were to come forward in a Class B1a use – typically
capable of a 75% plot ratio – then its floorspace capacity would increase from
22,600sqm to 33,900sqm. This alone would cancel-out the reduction in employment
floorspace supply since the plan was submitted. The assumed future windfall losses
from office-to-residential conversions could also be lessened by introducing a more
stringent Article 4 regime, if necessary.

i)

It does therefore remain possible that the forecasted jobs growth from the hybrid
scenario can be achieved without the provision of additional land. However, it is
acknowledged that this would require a number of circumstances to align – for
example higher than expected job densities on a number of sites, and higher than
forecast levels of home working. This would however deviate from the modelling
which underpins the Economy Study. It is therefore accepted that – on balance – it
may no longer be possible to meet the 16,900 job growth forecast referred to in the
Local Plan and total jobs growth would be more likely constrained to 15,600. The
response to Q32 sets out what the implications of this would be.

j)

It is also important to stress that job growth forecasts are just that – and are known
sometimes to be volatile (see our response to Q32d and 32e above). Ongoing
monitoring after the Local Plan’s adoption will allow the Council to react to changes in
the balance between employment land supply and demand that do occur. If required
this could be achieved through the early review of the plan which the Council has
already committed to, for example through additional site allocations if suitable sites
had emerged by that time.
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Green Belt
34)

What are the current and long term overall implications for the GB arising from
the assumed level of economic growth?
Welwyn Hatfield response

a)

Policy SP 2 of the Draft Local Plan sets out the strategy for employment growth,
identifying 294.1ha of employment land to maintain a sufficient supply of jobs in the
borough and provide the opportunity for new employment floorspace to be provided
between 2013 and 2032, allowing for flexibility in the face of economic changes. This
will enable the provision of 116,400sqm of employment floorspace for industry,
offices and warehousing from designated employment areas and mixed use sites.

b)

The officers’ report to the Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel (June 2016)
gave consideration to a range of employment forecasts which are used to derive
employment land requirements. It then considered the availability of land for
employment uses taking into account the results of the Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment and the Employment Sites Background Paper (ECO/8 and
ECO/8a), which balances the impact of the sites on the Green Belt with other site
selection criteria. Consideration was also given to vacant sites, sites with planning
permission and recent completions.

c)

The report also noted that since 2013, significant amounts of B class uses have been
lost through the permitted development rights enabling offices to be converted to
residential and it is likely there will be continued losses throughout the plan period.
(The number of conversions already approved gives an indication of market demand
and on this basis the Council’s Phase 3 Windfall Update (HOU/12) includes an
allowance for continuing employment land losses).

d)

The CHPP Report emphasised the importance of retaining the borough’s existing
reserves of employment land. However, it was clear that this step alone, which will
help to minimise the loss of land from existing B Class uses, would not enable the
delivery of sufficient employment floorspace by the end of the plan period, even when
designating an additional area within an existing settlement (EA10 – Policy SADM
10).

e)

The Green Belt Topic Paper (TPA/2) makes reference to the Cabinet Housing and
Planning Panel meeting on 20th August 2016 and the consideration given to
‘exceptional circumstances’. In relation to employment land, the Topic Paper
references the following extract from the report:
4.12

The Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (HELAA) has
reviewed the suitability, availability and achievability of sites. This indicates
that there is a significant shortfall of suitable land within the urban areas and
through the use of safeguarded land to meet the need for both housing and
employment development. … This would … fail to ensure there will be
sufficient opportunities for new investment in the local economy (especially
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given the losses to employment land as a result of permitted development
rights).
f)

It is clear that the scale of the need for employment land cannot be met within
existing urban areas and in order to ensure that a resilient local economy can be
sustained into the future, the Plan proposes that three sites will be released from the
Green Belt to accommodate employment growth.


EA11, Cole Green Lane, which provides employment on the edge of Welwyn
Garden City, is being removed from the Green Belt as part of the wider delivery of
Birchall Garden Suburb. It is already allocated for waste management facilities
and to reflect planning permission given for B class uses.



Land is also being allocated for B Class use at mixed-use strategic development
sites SDS5 North West Hatfield and SDS7 Marshmoor. These sites are phased for
delivery after 2022. As a consequence, the Green Belt boundaries around Welwyn
Garden City, Hatfield and Welham Green are being altered partly to address
employment needs.

g)

The Council’s Economy Study Update 2017 (ECO/9) indicates a potential shortfall of
3ha of employment land over the plan period (to 2032) reflecting the available data
and analysis at that time. The Council considers this to be a de-minimis level of
shortfall (Economy Topic Paper TPA/3, paragraph 3.13). Whilst the level of shortfall
has increased slightly to around 5ha of employment land since the Local Plan was
submitted (see response to Q33), there is a degree of flexibility in the Council’s
approach and it is not expected that there will be any further implications for the
Green Belt.

35)

Has a proper assessment of the contribution land within the GB makes to its
purposes been undertaken?
Welwyn Hatfield response

a)

Yes. The Green Belt Topic Paper (TPA/2) sets out the robust approach the Council
has taken to assessing the contribution of all land within the Green Belt to its
purposes. Assessment was undertaken in two stages. The Green Belt Review
Purposes Assessment, 2013 (GB/1) carried out jointly with St Albans City and District
Council and Dacorum Borough Council analyses the contribution of strategic parcels
to the Green Belt purposes. The Stage 2 Green Belt Review, 2014-16 (GB/2 and
GB/3) explores the contribution of specific sites, in order to explore the contribution of
smaller areas to the purposes of including land within the Green Belt. The
methodology used is detailed in section 2 of the Green Belt Topic Paper (TPA/2). As
there is no national guidance to inform the methodology, consultants undertook a
best practice review of other local authorities’ assessments, to develop a robust
approach. The methodology for the Stage 2 Green Belt Review was developed by
the same consultants to ensure consistency with the Green Belt Review Purposes
Assessment.
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36)

Has the release of land from the GB been objectively derived? If so how?
Welwyn Hatfield response

a)

Yes, the release of the land from the Green Belt has been objectively derived. The
evidence based approach undertaken is detailed in the Green Belt Topic Paper
(TPA/2). Firstly, a Stage 1 Green Belt review (GB/1) assessed the contribution of
strategic parcels of land to the purposes of including land to the Green Belt.
Secondly, taking forward the recommendation of this study to assess the contribution
of smaller areas of land, a Stage 2 Green Belt Review (GB/2 and GB/3) assessed the
contribution of sites to the Green Belt purposes.

b)

Both the Green Belt Reviews give the Council a good understanding of the harm that
releasing land from the Green Belt will have on the Green Belt purposes. However,
they identify that very little land within Welwyn Hatfield does not perform a Green Belt
function. Therefore to meet housing need the Council accept that there will be some
harm to the Green Belt. Paragraph 2.14 of the Green Belt Topic Paper (TPA/2)
explains that the Council recognise the need to promote sustainable development
when reviewing Green Belt boundaries.

c)

Paragraph 84 of the NPPF outlines that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries, local
planning authorities should take account of the need to promote sustainable patterns
of development. In this context, the Council has undertaken a balancing exercise to
ensure the most sustainable sites are allocated. The Housing Sites Selection Paper
(HOU/20 and HOU/20a) sets out the criteria for assessing sites and the impact on
the Green Belt is considered alongside other issues such as infrastructure, flood risk
and site deliverability. In some instances, the sustainability benefits associated with
bringing forward certain sites outweighs the harm to the Green Belt.

d)

The Housing and Employment Site Selection Background Papers, 2016 (HOU/20,
HOU20a and ECO/8, ECO/8a) set out this balancing exercise to assess, on the basis
of the evidence, if the harm outweighs the benefits of bringing forward sites. The
impact on the Green Belt is assessed alongside other sustainability issues and
conclusions have informed which sites are allocated in the Local Plan. The process
has also identified the cumulative impacts associated with combinations of sites.
Details of the weighting, the strands of evidence and appraisal used and site
assessments are set out in the Housing and Employment Site Selection Background
Papers (HOU/20, HOU/20a and ECO/8, ECO/8a).
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37)

Why has insufficient land been released from the Green Belt to meet the
established FOAHN’s?
Welwyn Hatfield response

a)

Insufficient land has been released from the Green Belt to meet the FOAHN for a
number of reasons.

b)

The inability to meet the objectively assessed need for housing in full relates in part
to the consideration of the nature and extent of harm to the Green Belt and the extent
to which it can be ameliorated or reduced. The Council’s Cabinet Housing and
Planning panel (June 2016) considered the Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper.

c)

This drew together conclusions from the HELAA, the Green Belt Sites Review, an
assessment of Green Belt boundaries (including where sites were located within a
fragile gap between settlements and if so, whether a site would have a marginal or
significant effect on such a fragile gap), the Sustainability Appraisal, the Flood Risk
Sequential Test and any strategic advantages and disadvantages. Where relevant,
consideration was also given to any cumulative effects, which may affect whether or
not a site, or a group of sites, should go forward to allocation.

d)

Having considered all the information before it, the Council’s Cabinet Housing and
Planning Panel on 13th June 2016 resolved that a significant number of Green Belt
sites be allocated in the Local Plan with the capacity to deliver approximately 5,500
dwellings with an additional 625 dwellings coming forward on safeguarded land.

e)

The Plan is informed by a proportionate evidence base and as noted in the report to
the Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel (March 2017), infrastructure
capacity acts as a constraint on further growth at the current time. This means that
the limited amount of development that could potentially arise from additional sites
currently in the Green Belt that have been assessed as suitable and available could
not be delivered as part of a coordinated development strategy with the infrastructure
required to support local communities. (This Council has however proposed an early
review of the Plan to work with others to address infrastructure capacity issues and
the shortfall in housing against the OAN).

f)

As noted above, the Council has carried out a robust site selection process, which
takes into account different strands of evidence to assess whether sites are suitable
for allocation. This assessment process is set out in detail in the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper, 2016 (HOU/20, HOU/20a) and summarised in the
Housing Topic Paper (TPA/4).
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38)

Why has there been no redrawing of the boundaries to ensure that they are
capable of meeting long term development needs and endure well beyond the
plan period?
Welwyn Hatfield response

a)

For the reasons set out in our response to Q37 above, there are not enough sites
suitable for allocation to meet housing need within the plan period.

b)

On the basis the Council has insufficient sites to meet current need, it has
consequentially not been possible to identify sites within the Green Belt to meet
longer term development need including beyond the plan period.

c)

The Housing Sites Selection Background Paper identified one site that could be
considered for safeguarding beyond the plan period although there was some
uncertainty over its deliverability. The site concerned is located within a Country
Park, which was planned and secured through a S106 agreement in 2000. The park
has been the subject of an interim management plan and been open for public
access since 2010. As set out in our response to Q15p above, ultimately the site was
not considered to be suitable for allocation (within or beyond the plan period). The
development of the site would result in the loss of country park land without suitable
re-provision. Further, there is uncertainty around how long it will take to extract
minerals from the country park land to the west of the site and for the land to be
restored, which will have a bearing on the amount of country park available over the
next thirty years (Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel June 2016).

39)

What are the exceptional circumstances that justify amending the GB
boundaries to the extent proposed?
Welwyn Hatfield response

a)

The detailed explanation of the exceptional circumstances that justify amending the
Green Belt boundaries in the Local Plan is set out in section 1 of the Green Belt
Topic Paper (TPA/ 2).The Council’s case for exceptional circumstances relates to the
scale of the need for housing and employment land, which cannot be met within the
urban areas, and the social and economic consequences of not addressing need as
far as possible. The matter of whether exceptional circumstances exist was
considered by members of the Cabinet Housing and Planning Committee on 20th
July 2016 agenda item 7.
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40)

To what extent has the option of diverting some of the proposed growth to
locations outside of WH Borough, where the loss of land from the GB is less
critical or to locations beyond the GB been explored?
Welwyn Hatfield response

a)

Welwyn Hatfield has engaged with neighbouring authorities. As part of this
cooperation it has been identified that these neighbouring authorities are unable to
help meet Welwyn Hatfield borough’s need on land within or outside the Green Belt.

b)

Only two local authorities in the housing market area (East Herts and North Herts)
have land beyond the Green Belt. In both cases, these authorities are proposing in
their submission Local Plans to amend Green Belt boundaries to meet their own
housing need in line with their respective sustainable development strategies. The
release of Green Belt land is clearly necessary for these authorities in order to
address the assessed need for housing, so it is not currently possible to
accommodate Welwyn Hatfield’s proposed growth on non-Green Belt land.

c)

The potential to divert growth to land outside the borough, where the loss of Green
Belt land may be considered to be ‘less critical’ is also not possible. Neighbouring
authorities with Green Belt land have undertaken Green Belt assessments, and those
with submitted plans are having to allocate sites that will cause some harm to the
Green Belt to accommodate their own needs. In North and East Herts the majority of
sites allocated in their submission Local Plans have at least a moderate impact on
the Green Belt. There are very limited sites which have no/limited impact on the
Green Belt and these are either allocated for development or dismissed on
sustainability grounds. In Broxbourne, the urban fringe character of the borough
means there are more sites which perform poorly against the Green Belt purpose.
The primary focus here has been to develop these areas and retain the majority of
the best performing areas. However, in order to plan for sustainable patterns of
development, Broxbourne has also had to allocate additional sites that will cause
more significant harm to the Green Belt. Therefore, in accordance with the NPPF, the
impact on the Green Belt is balanced with other issues to deliver the most
sustainable locations for development.

d)

There have been discussions in Hertfordshire about the potential to meet future
housing need beyond the plan period by developing a new settlement on land
beyond the Green Belt (Evidence – The Council’s responses to questions on Matter
1: DTC - Q10, Q16, Q17). For example, the MOU with North Herts (DTC/2) signposts
agreement that a future review of the North Herts Local Plan will need to consider
whether a new settlement could help meet need housing needs in the wider area
post 2031.
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Inspector’s Preliminary Questions – Matter 2 (Overall Provision for
Housing and Jobs)

Evidence in support of the Council’s Response
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Part I
Item No: 0
Main author: Sue Tiley/Carol
Hyland/Paul Everard
Executive Member: Cllr Mandy Perkins
WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL
CABINET HOUSING & PLANNING PANEL – 13 JUNE 2016
CABINET HOUSING & PLANNING PANEL – 15 JUNE 2016 (IF NEEDED)
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR (GOVERNANCE)
LOCAL PLAN: SELECTION OF SITES AND HOUSING TARGET
1

Executive Summary

1.1

The purpose of this report is to bring to Members the results of the Housing and
Employment Land Availability Assessment (HELAA), to consider any policy
implications associated with sites which are considered to be technically ‘suitable’
coming forward and the cumulative impact associated with combinations of sites
and to consider which sites should be included in the Local Plan.

1.2

Appendix A (Employment Sites Selection – Background Paper 2016) and
Appendix B (Housing Sites Selection - Background Paper 2016) to the report
consider the results of the Green Belt Sites Review, the implications for defining
a new Green Belt boundary, the conclusions of the HELAA, infrastructure issues,
the sequential test, the extent to which the site would help to deliver strategic
objectives, and the sustainability appraisal of the site.

2

Recommendation

2.1

That the Panel considers all of the above information to decide which sites
should go forward for inclusion in the Proposed Submission Local Plan.

3

Explanation

3.1

The HELAA updates the previous Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment and incorporates an assessment following the government’s best
practice guidance of the suitability, availability and achievability of sites promoted
for both housing and employment. It is available for viewing on the Council’s
website. http://www.welhat.gov.uk/article/5501/Housing

3.2

The next stage of the assessment is to consider which of these sites should be
included in the Local Plan for allocation taking into account the policy implications
of bringing forward those sites and any cumulative impacts associated with
groups of sites. In order to do this the Council needs to be clear what the ‘to find’
figure is for both employment and housing.
Employment land requirements

3.3

The Economy Study 2015 considered two different sets of economic forecasts
and recommended that 5.4 hectares of additional land for Class B uses would
need to be provided over and above existing designated employment land to
meet the recommended hybrid scenario to 2032.
to
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3.4

To reflect the Local Plan period, this study has a starting point of 2013 and the
employment land requirements are derived from economic forecasting of jobs
growth. In coming up with its recommended approach, the study considers two
different sets of economic forecasts – based on Experian data and the East of
England Forecasting Model (EEFM). Because it is difficult to predict which of
these scenarios provides a more accurate projection of future needs, the study
recommends that a hybrid approach is likely to result in a more accurate
forecast. The results of the two forecasts and the hybrid approach are set out in
Table 1.
Table 1 – employment forecasts, Class B floorspace need and Class B land
need, 2013 to 2032

3.5

Scenario

Total jobs
growth

Class B floorspace need,
square metres

Class B land need,
hectares

Experian

15,960

142,000

25

EEFM

17,800

133,000

22

Hybrid

16,900

138,000

23

It is notable that the Experian scenario forecasts the lowest jobs growth, but with
the largest requirements for Class B floorspace and land. By contrast, the EEFM
assumes the highest jobs growth, but with smallest requirements for Class B
floorspace and land. This is because Experian assumes higher growth in less
dense employment uses such as warehousing than does the EEFM scenario,
which assumes more growth in office-based sectors of the economy. By taking
an average, the hybrid scenario falls between these two extremes.
Employment Sites Selection – Background Paper 2016

3.6

A number of sites were promoted for employment or mixed use development and
these have been assessed in the HELAA and the Employment Sites Background
Paper. Adding those sites that are considered to be suitable for allocation in the
Local Plan to existing vacant sites, sites with planning permission and recent
completions, results in a capacity of 197,100 square metres of floorspace
capacity. Alongside existing vacant sites, sites with planning permission and
recent completions, this results in a capacity of 197,100 square metres of
floorspace capacity. This figure includes the proposed development of the
Holdings in Cole Green Lane, Welwyn Garden City, which was considered
acceptable (subject to a Section 106 agreement) by Development Management
Committee on 26th May 2016 and has been referred to the Secretary of State as
a departure from District Plan policy. Sites promoted for development are set out
in Table 2.
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Table 2 – sites considered suitable for allocation in Employment
Background Paper
Floorspace, square
metres

Site
Broadwater Road West (employment elements within wider
mixed use scheme)
North West Hatfield (Hat 1)

17,700*
13,900**

Marshmoor, Welham Green (WeG4b)

Up to 40,500***

*Remainder of the 19,000sq.m target set out in the Broadwater Road West Supplementary
Planning Document
**Estimate taken from promoter’s concept plan material
***figure generated from HELAA methodology
3.7

Significant losses of office floorspace have taken place since 2013 because of
the introduction of permitted development rights for offices to be changed to
residential. Alongside other losses of employment floorspace, and taking into
account the likely future losses, it is estimated that the borough will incur losses
of 80,700 square metres of employment space by 2032. This means that the net
supply of employment floorspace (197,100 minus 80,700) is 116,400 square
metres, some 21,600 square metres short of the requirement of 138,000 square
metres set out hybrid scenario in the Economy Study, which would theoretically
constrain the amount of jobs growth that could take place to about 14,500.

3.8

But it should be noted that economic projections are always subject to
considerable uncertainty, which increases the further into the future they are
made, and that changes in the number of jobs do not always relate directly to
changes in floorspace. Provisional government estimates (Business Register
and Employment Survey, Office for National Statistics, 2014 and 2015) indicate
that the number of jobs in Welwyn Hatfield increased by 2,600 from 2013 to 2014
despite a small net reduction in the amount of employment floorspace at that
time. Adding the likely total number of jobs that could be accommodated in the
supply of employment floorspace to the number of jobs that have already been
created since 2013 gives a total jobs growth of about 17,100, which is very
similar to the 16,900 total jobs figure recommended in the hybrid scenario in the
Economy Study 2015.

3.9

Such an outcome would overshoot the number of jobs envisaged in the Experian
forecast (15,960), which require more land and floorspace than the hybrid
forecast. In land and floorspace terms, the outputs of the EEFM forecast could
be achieved, but the number of jobs generated would be higher than the hybrid
scenario, which might put a further upward pressure on the number of additional
dwellings the Council needs to plan for. It is the hybrid scenario which was
recommended by our consultants to take forward into the Local Plan.

3.10

In combination with our monitoring data and the recommendations of the
Economy Study, this uncertainty about the relationship between jobs growth and
employment floorspace, and hence the amount of land required for employment
uses, means that it is important that existing reserves of employment land are, as
far as possible, retained in Class B uses.

3.11

On this basis, land promoted within our designated employment areas for
residential development would need to be retained in Class B uses to ensure
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there is a sufficient supply of employment land for the plan period to meet the
hybrid scenario. It is for this reason that land already in employment uses at
Woolmer Green has been identified in the Employment Sites Background Paper
as being suitable for allocation in the Local Plan.
The relationship between the Objective Assessment of Need (OAN) for housing,
the Economy Study and the Housing Target
3.12

The Partial Update of the SHMA 2015 reviewed the OAN in the light of
household projections published by DCLG and economic forecasts from the East
of England Forecasting Model. Following the completion of the Economy Study in
December 2015 demographic projections have been produced of the Experian
and Hybrid scenarios. The data includes an analysis for dwellings associated
with jobs, dwellings associated with employed people (to take account of part
time work and double jobbing and to take account of increasing household
formation rates to allow for the rates of young people forming a new household to
return to pre-recessionary levels (headship rate adjustment).

3.13

A strategy based on the hybrid economy study scenario would indicate the
dwelling numbers as set out in Table 3 ranging from 633 dwelling per annum for
employed people to 736 dwellings per annum.
Table 3 Hybrid Dwelling/jobs Scenarios
Scenario

Dwellings per annum

Plan period total

Hybrid employed people

633 dpa

12,027

Hybrid jobs

701 dpa

13,319

Hybrid employed people adjusted

667 dpa

12,673

Hybrid jobs adjusted

736 dpa

13,984

3.14

The Council’s consultants Turleys have reviewed the update to the Economy
Study and consider that an OAN of 12,616 – 13,433 homes as recommended in
the 2015 Partial Update of the SHMA is still appropriate. This would
accommodate the first three Hybrid scenarios but would represent a 16-23%
uplift above the 2012 DCLG household projections. The DCLG household
projections along with the ONS household projections are the starting point for
the calculation of the OAN. Whilst matching jobs to housing is a laudable
sustainability objective in practice this is hard to achieve. Given the variability of
economic forecasts and the fact that national forecasts for economic growth have
become more pessimistic over the last few months a housing target so far above
the demographic projections might be considered to be a risky strategy as this
could result in an imbalance between the provision of jobs to housing.

3.15

It is only just over a year since the previous Economy Study 2014 suggested
there would be 12,000 jobs over the plan period resulting in a lower OAN of
around 625 dwellings per annum and previous forecasts have indicated both
lower and higher estimates for the growth in jobs. The close proximity to London,
the inability of Stevenage to provide sufficient jobs and allocate sufficient
employment land over its plan period and complex commuting patterns that exist
in the borough means that whilst estimates can be made, there can be no
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precise relationship between new housing and jobs. This is because the exact
quantum by which employment growth increases the demand for housing
requires assumptions to be made about the number of jobs which would be filled
by residents already living in the area (either unemployed or working elsewhere),
by people who live elsewhere but would commute in and by people who choose
to move into the area to live and work.
3.16

The latest set of 2014 based ONS population projections, published on May 26th
and, have revised population forecasts upwards for Welwyn Hatfield, with an
increase in the population of 4,000 more than the previous projection for the plan
period. These have not yet been translated into household figures by DCLG but a
rough calculation would indicate that the household projections would now fall
within the OAN range and there would be no uplift.

3.17

Official population forecasts are normally considered to be robust by the Planning
Inspectorate, however this latest set does come with a health warning for those
authorities with high student populations. Welwyn Hatfield is home to both the
University of Hertfordshire and the Royal Veterinary Collage.

3.18

Affordability is an issue that is factored into the setting of an Objective
Assessment of Need and high house prices and a high need for affordable
housing is one of the reasons our OAN includes an uplift over and above our
2012 based population and household figures. The Strategic Housing Market
Assessment identified a need for 10,243 affordable homes over the plan period
based on a definition which did not include starter homes. Viability evidence
indicates that we would not be able to secure more than 25-35% of dwellings as
affordable dependant on their location. Taking into account the Housing and
Planning Act requirements that 20% of all housing on eligible sites is for starter
housing this would leave between 5-15% of homes on eligible sites for more
traditional forms of affordable housing and would mean that we would need to set
a target of around 44,150 dwellings to meet this need, which is clearly
undeliverable.

3.19

House prices are influenced by a number of factors not just supply. The 2015
SHMA has analysed changes in house prices between 2001 and 2014. This
indicates that average house prices have not risen as much as they have
nationally although house prices are higher than the national average.

3.20

Historic data from CLG for this borough indicates that the ratio of lower quartile
house prices to lower quartile earnings did not fall when housing completions
were at their highest in the borough between 2003/04 -2007/08. The Local Plan
will have no influence on earnings and the evidence indicates that even at times
of highest developer activity the ratio between house prices and earnings are not
necessarily affected by building more homes.

3.21

Our consultants consider that a target at the upper end of the range would better
meet the needs of the economy and address affordability. However, given the
variability of economic forecasting the difficulty local planning authorities now
have in protecting employment land to meet longer term need, the unlikelihood of
the Local Plan being able to make a significant impact on affordability ratios and
the latest population projections it is considered that a target at the lower end of
the OAN would best meet the needs of the borough and would represent a
considerable increase in the supply of housing.
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3.22

However before a target can be set in the Local Plan consideration has to be
given to the implications of meeting this need for other policies set out in the
NPPF. These issues are addressed in the following paragraphs.
Completions, windfall and permissions

3.23

Monitoring of this year’s completions indicates that house building rates continue
to rise in the borough. Analysis of our future supply from windfall sites indicates
that this allowance can be increased to an average of 80 dwellings per annum to
allow for: the change in legislation with regards to prior notification for office to
residential; proposals for a significant increase in the number of residential units
which could be provided in and around Hatfield Town Centre; and updating the
analysis of trends from other sources.
Table 4 sources of supply – completions, permissions and windfall
Source

Dwelling nos.

Completions 2013-2016

1,057

Under construction

793

Permissions*

670

Windfall Allowance

1,385

Total

3,905

To find, against lower
and upper OAN

8,711 – 9,528

*Including 2.5% non- implementation rate

The Housing & Employment Land Availability Assessment (HELAA)
3.24

Officers have now updated the assessment of the availability suitability and
deliverability of sites including new sites submitted in response to the Local Plan
consultation.

3.25

This results in a potential capacity of 11,789 homes as follows:
Table 5 Potential Supply
Source

Dwelling nos.

Small sites 5-10

26

Urban sites 11+

2,012

Safeguarded Land

650

Green Belt

9,101

Total

11,789
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3.26

At first sight this would indicate that the Council could more than meet the OAN if
it releases land from the Green Belt. The NPPF requires local planning
authorities to plan positively for growth unless harm to other objectives in the
NPPF outweighs the benefit. Paragraph 182 of NPPF also requires the Council
to consider whether the borough could meet the unmet requirements of
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with the
principles of sustainable development. Whilst sites have been assessed on an
individual basis they now need to be considered in terms of the potential
distribution and their cumulative impact on infrastructure, other sustainability
considerations and the harm to the Green Belt.

3.27

To recap on the preparation of the plan in 2009 the Council consulted on a
number of options for distributing growth around the borough as follows
1.
2.
3.
4.

A proportionate approach (PG31);
Growth focused around Welwyn Garden City (PG32a);
Growth focused around Hatfield (PG32b);
Growth focused around Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield ((PG32c);
and
5. Growth focused around the towns and large scale expansion of one or
more villages (PG39 to PG46)
A further option was subsequently identified in 2012 at the time of the Emerging
Core Strategy:
6. Growth mainly focused on Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield with
limited growth around the borough’s large excluded villages.
3.28

The Emerging Core Strategy 2012 consulted upon an approach based on growth
focused around the two towns. However the response to this consultation
expressed the view that growth should be distributed more ‘fairly around the
borough’ and the growth in the quantum of housing that needed to be
accommodated resulted in the Local Plan Consultation Document 2015
proposing a more dispersed approach to the distribution of housing in and
around the towns and villages.

3.29

Whilst Local Plan consultations have produced mixed responses as to which are
the best performing sites that should be included in the Local Plan, there was
more support for a dispersed approach to the distribution of growth. Furthermore
because of the lack of urban capacity within the villages the Sustainability
Appraisal carried out at the time of the Emerging Core Strategy concluded there
were more advantages than disadvantages to the dispersed approach as it would
allow for local housing need to be met and would help to sustain community
facilities.

3.30

In addition NPPF paragraph 84 states that when drawing up or reviewing Green
Belt boundaries local planning authorities should take account of the need to
promote sustainable patterns of development. They should consider the
consequences of channelling development towards urban areas inside the Green
Belt boundary, towards towns and villages inset with the Green Belt or towards
the locations beyond the outer Green Belt boundary.
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3.31

The towns and the villages which are excluded from the Green Belt are the most
sustainable settlements and are therefore considered to offer the best
opportunity for a sustainable pattern of development.

3.32

Consultation responses also asked the Council to consider the potential for a
new settlement. A proposal for a new village at Symondshyde was submitted in
response to the Local Plan consultation and this has been assessed to consider
if it offers an opportunity for sustainable development. Members should note that
a petition has been received objecting to the location of this new settlement.
Representations have also been received expressing concern in relation to a
number of the new sites submitted last year.

3.33

Appendix B to this report contains an assessment of sites on a settlement basis.
The new settlement is considered within the Rural Areas section of the report. It
considers the result of the HELAA, the impact on the purposes of the Green Belt
and the Green Belt boundary, the Sustainability Appraisal of sites, the Sequential
Test and an analysis of strategic advantages and disadvantages associated with
sites. It identifies sites which are considered to be selectable and sites where it is
considered the harm outweighs the benefits associated with a site coming
forward.
Housing Sites Selection - Background Paper

3.34

The background paper includes an assessment of the conclusions of the HELAA
and any requirements for mitigation, the impact on the purposes of the Green
Belt, and an assessment of the impact on the Green Belt boundary, the
conclusions of the sequential test relating to flood risk, the interim results of the
sustainability appraisal matrices and finally any strategic advantages or
disadvantages not covered in the other criteria. The assessment weights the
impacts which range from significant in favour to significant against this is
discussed in the paper. This allows for conclusions to be drawn as to whether the
harm outweighs the benefits of bringing forward sites.

3.35

Infrastructure issues which might constrain the level of growth in any settlement
are also considered. In the main these relate to the provision of schools at both
primary and secondary level. Transport modelling indicates that whilst there are
no “show stoppers” as such, that there will need for mitigation and considerable
investment in measures to improve the capacity of the network.

3.36

All sites being considered for allocation have passed the sequential test.

3.37

Based on the balancing exercise the background paper sets out which sites are
considered to be suitable for allocation and which ones are not. The majority of
urban sites are considered to be suitable for allocation. The only exception is the
Woodside Centre in Welwyn Garden City which currently provides an important
community facility for which no alternative provision has been identified.

3.38

Based on this assessment, urban sites could deliver a capacity of 1,973 homes
over and above those sites with planning permission. Safeguarded land would
deliver an additional 650 dwellings at Panshanger but it is considered that there
is some potential to amend the Green Belt boundary to more closely follow the
sites topography and the site itself has capacity for 725 dwellings. Proposals to
provide a realigned runway alongside housing have also been considered in the
HELAA. A third party has promoted the concept of a retained but moved runway
on the site so that an air sports facility could be reinstated. It has been suggested
that the capital costs of any associated infrastructure would be covered by the
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third party and/or their benefactors. An analysis of the commercial viability of an
air sports facility has been reviewed by an independent consultant on behalf of
the Council. This indicates that it could cover revenue costs and generate a
profit, but the profit would not be enough to generate a reasonable return on the
capital investment.
3.39

Table 6 indicates that this represents a significant shortfall on the Objective
Assessment of Need and the demographic projections. Therefore it is considered
that exceptional circumstances do exist to release land from the Green Belt.
Table 6 capacity from urban sites
Source

Dwelling nos.

Completions

1,057

Sites under construction

793

Sites with planning permission

670

Capacity from urban sites within the
HELAA
Safeguarded land

1,999

Total

5,169

Windfall

1,385

Total

6,554

Shortfall, against lower and upper OAN

6,062- 6,879

650

3.40

As stated above in paragraph 3.40 infrastructure issues relating to the provision
of schools constrain options for how much growth can be accommodated in any
one settlement or group of settlements.

3.41

The OAN would indicate that three secondary schools need to be provided to
meet the level of growth identified in the OAN. Two sites have been identified at
HAT1 North West Hatfield and Birchall Garden Suburb within East Herts. Whilst
existing secondary schools could be expanded Hertfordshire County Council as
the local education authority considers this is required in the main to meet the
growth in the school population currently coming through primary schools. The
County Council consider that an additional secondary school needs to be
provided within or around Welwyn Garden City and have commissioned
consultants to carry out a search for a site but this work has not yet reported. A
criterion based policy could therefore be included in the Local Plan which could
indicate the need for a secondary school and how applications would be
assessed. As such, this should not constrain sites coming forward within the
north of the borough.

3.42

Primary school provision constrains opportunities for development in the
following settlements:
a)

Welwyn village - listed building status may restrict capacity of school to
expand
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3.43

b)

Welham Green - lack of opportunity for school to expand because of
proximity to ancient woodland and wildlife site.

c)

Brookmans Park - existing school can be expanded to accommodate
half a form of entry.

d)

Welwyn Garden City - a new primary school would be required to meet
development arising in the south of Welwyn Garden City for which a site
has yet to be identified.

Based on the overall assessment, sites offer opportunities to bring forward 5,394
dwellings when infrastructure constraints and harm to the Green Belt are taken
into account but as set out in Table 7 this would still fall short of the OAN.
Table 7 Sources of capacity identified in the Background Paper
Source

Dwelling nos.

Completions

1,057

Sites under construction

793

Sites with planning permission (less 2.5%
non-implementation rate)
Capacity from urban sites within the
HELAA
Safeguarded land

670

Green Belt

5,394

Windfall

1,385

Total

11,948

Shortfall, against lower and upper OAN

668-1,485

1,999
650

3.44

Consideration therefore needs to be given as to whether any of the sites where it
is considered the balance weighs against them on policy grounds could be
selected for inclusion in the Local Plan in the light of the likely shortfall.

3.45

Only Woolmer Green and Little Heath currently meet their notional target.

3.46

Infrastructure constraints result in Welham Green and Brookmans Park not being
suitable for any further development. At Woolmer Green, Oaklands and Mardley
Heath and Welwyn there is a degree of uncertainty as to whether further growth
than that already found suitable could be supported by the necessary primary
school capacity. In Welwyn Garden City there is only one urban site which has
been considered unsuitable on the basis that it provides an important community
facility with no suitable replacement facility identified.

3.47

Members may therefore wish to consider whether sites around Cuffley or Hatfield
could be included in the list of sites to be allocated. These include Cuf4 and
Cuf5, Hat2, Hat5, Hat11 and Hat19.
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3.48

Cuf4 and 5 - The potential 660 dwellings associated with alternative sites Cuf4
and Cuf5 (could be higher as promoter of Cuf5 has submitted an application for
493 dwellings and 115 retirement units), which would need to come forward
together to form a logical Green Belt boundary; when considered alongside other
sites that have been assessed as suitable for allocation (299 on urban and Green
Belt sites); together with completions since 2013 (32); and urban sites with
planning permission (85) would amount to growth of 1,076 dwellings. This would
be an increase of around 57% in the number of dwellings in Cuffley. This is
considered to represent a significantly disproportionate level of growth to an
excluded village and would be contrary to the settlement strategy.

3.49

In addition, when the potential for overall housing growth at both Cuf4 and Cuf5
is considered alongside other more suitable sites around Cuffley, the highway
authority has indicated that the operation of the Plough Hill/Station Road/Northaw
Road junction is a possible area for concern, with the potential for this junction to
be over capacity even with a change in priority.

3.50

Hat5 – This site was promoted alongside Hat4 which has been found unsuitable
in the HELAA due to its impact on heritage assets. This results in the site being
poorly connected to the urban boundary. Access would be across a flood zone 2
and 3 but no objections have been received from the Environment Agency, the
Highways Authority or the Fire and Rescue Service at this stage. Part of the site
is also within flood zone 2 and 3 which would mean the developable area would
have to be reduced. In addition if the site were selected then the impact on the
Green Belt and the gap between Hatfield and Smallford would need to be
carefully considered with the result that the developable area would need to be
constrained to an area that did not project any further westwards than the
existing urban area. Therefore the capacity of the site should be reduced to
around 100 homes. Delivery would be at the end of the plan period due to
landowner intentions.

3.51

Hat11- scenario 1 involves a developable area of around 6 hectares with an
estimated dwelling capacity of 120 and scenario 3 involves a larger site of around
12.5 hectares (mixed use) with the potential for no greater than 300 dwelling
equivalents due to highway constraints. Whilst the site has been found suitable,
available and achievable in the HELAA, in the Housing Sites Selection
Background Paper consideration to the impacts of the site on the Green Belt.
The site is located within a fragile gap between Hatfield and Welham Green
although the gap is already partly compromised by the presence of existing
development. The site provides a strong visual and physical barrier between the
two settlements and development of this site would significantly reduce the gap
between settlements. Scenario 3 has a greater impact on the Green Belt than
scenario 1 due to its larger scale. In addition scenario 1 promotes a landscape
belt which would mitigate the visual impact of the development.

3.52

Adjoining the site is an area of land in the same ownership which was identified
in the Local Plan Consultation Document 2015 as a potential extension to the
existing cemetery. An alternative site for a cemetery was also identified in the
Local Plan Consultation Document but the landowner of this site has now
confirmed that land there will not be available. The Local Plan Consultation
Document indicated that based on current mortality rates and preferences for
burials, as opposed to cremations, the borough is expected to have run out of
burial space towards the end of the plan period.
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3.53

Hat19 – This a smaller part of the original HAT3 site and whilst it would have
less impact on the Green Belt than the larger HAT3 it would still reduce the
fragile gap between Hatfield and Smallford although the impact would be less
than 10%. Due to heritage, ecological and other environmental constraints the
capacity of the site is limited to around 20 dwellings only.

3.54

Hat2 is not considered to be suitable for delivery during the plan period. It could
be considered as providing an opportunity to safeguard the land to meet longer
term needs but there is uncertainty as to whether the legal issues relating to the
S.106 could be overcome.

3.55

Officers will consider whether further windfall assessment can be included as a
consequence of emerging proposals for sites in and around Hatfield Town
Centre.

4

Link to Corporate Priorities

4.1

The Council’s Business Plan 2015-2018 contains corporate priorities to meet the
borough’s housing need, help build a strong local economy, protect and enhance
the environment and maintain a safe and healthy community.
Implications

5

Legal Implication(s)

5.1

The Localism Act 2011 introduced the Duty to Co-operate. This is a legal
requirement which the examination of the Local Plan will need to consider. The
delivery of the housing and jobs needed in an area has been identified in the
NPPF as a strategic issue which has Duty to Co-Operate implications.

6

Financial Implication(s)

6.1

There are no financial implications arising directly as a result of this report but
there could be financial implications which arise for the cost of the examination in
the event that the examination were to be adjourned for further work to be carried
out or additional consultation needed to take place.

7

Risk Management Implications

7.1

The requirement to have prepared a Local Plan by early 2017 makes it critical
that progress is made on moving forward with the Local Plan to adoption at the
earliest opportunity.

7.2

However there is a risk of the Local Plan being found unsound if it is not justified
by the technical evidence; if it is does not result in a deliverable strategy or if it
does not meet the legal tests relating to its preparation which include the Duty To
Co-operate.

7.3

There is a risk of the Local Plan being found unsound if it does not meet the
Objective Assessment of Need unless the Council can demonstrate the adverse
impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits
of doing so when against the policies in the National Planning Policy Framework
either when taken as a whole or where specific policies indicate development
should be restricted.
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7.4

There is a risk that Duty to Cooperate bodies will object if the Local Plan does not
meet its Objective Assessment of Need.

7.5

If the Local Plan is considered to be unsound by the Planning Inspector because
it has not met the OAN he/she may require that modifications are made to the
plan with additional sites being added to the plan in order to reach a target which
meets the OAN.

8

Security & Terrorism Implication(s)

8.1

There are no security and terrorism implications arising directly as a result of this
report.

9

Procurement Implication(s)

9.1

There are no procurement implications arising directly as a result of this report.

10

Climate Change Implication(s)

10.1

The selection of a target and which housing and employment sites should come
forward will have implications for climate change. These have been assessed in
the site appraisals and will be considered in the Sustainability Appraisal Report.
Sites which are well located to public transport and close to services and facilities
will have less impact on climate change than those sites which are more remote.

11

Policy Implications

11.1

In accordance with the NPPF the Council’s Local Plan must seek to deliver
sustainable development and be based on a sound evidence base. It should
meet the full OAN for housing in the market area where this is consistent with
other policies in the plan.

11.2

Establishing the OAN is the first step in deciding what an appropriate housing
target is for the Local Plan. The SHMA does not consider the supply of land,
infrastructure or environmental constraints, all of which need to be taken into
account when setting a housing target in the Local Plan. If the adverse impacts of
meeting the OAN would outweigh the benefits, then the Council will need to set
out what those adverse impacts are.

11.3

If Welwyn Hatfield is unable meet its OAN, it will need to enter into the duty to
cooperate with those authorities within the defined Housing Market Area and
possibly the wider Housing Market Area and beyond.

12

Equalities and Diversity
An Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) not been carried out in connection with the
recommendations in this report. Part of the role of the Sustainability Appraisal is
to consider the impact of the Local Plan on social issues.

Name of author:
Title:

Sue Tiley
Planning Policy and Implementation Manager
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Welwyn Hatfield SHMA Partial Update 2015
Welwyn Hatfield SHMA Partial Update Addendum: Responding to the Economy Study
Update (April 2016)
Welwyn Hatfield Economy Study Update 2015
Welwyn Hatfield Economy Study 2014
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GREATERLONDONAUTHORITY
Development, Enterprise and Environment
Ronald McKay
Bedford Borough Council
ANGS84O
Bedford MK4O 1 ZD
POST

Our ref: D&P/ LDF39/LDDO1 /HSO1
Date: 20 February 2014

Dear Ronald,

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended);
Greater London Authority Acts 1999 and 2007; Town and Country Planning (Local
Development) (England) Regulations 2012
Re: Bedford Borough Council Local Plan 2032 Consultation
Thank you for your letter consulting the Mayor of London on the Issues and Options stage of
Bedford Borough Council’s DPD document.
In developing these options and addressing the Duty to Cooperate, it should be recognised that
London is experiencing significant population growth. This is expected to increase from 50,000 pa
anticipated in the 2011 Plan to oven 00,000 pa until the end of the present decade, and is the core
concern of Further Alterations to the London Plan which are currently subject to consultation.
There is considerable uncertainty as to the long term trajectory of this growth, not least because of
the effects of the recent recession on the housing market in London and the wider south east. The
central demographic assumption in the Further Alterations expects growth to average 75,000 pa in
the 25 years to 2036. Depending on the length of time taken to tackle the backlog of housing
need, this could generate a requirement for 49,000— 62,000 homes pa.
To address this requirement the Mayor will seek to accommodate London’s growth within its
boundaries. The Further Alterations therefore propose increasing London’s identified housing
supply target by a third to 42,000 pa and introducing new policy to bring forward further capacity
through high density development at locations within London which are well served by public
transport.
Despite these proposed policies, there could still be a ‘gap’ between demand and supply of housing
in London. Until the demographics ‘bed down’ it is not clear how big the gap will be.
Planning authorities in the wider south east with housing markets which are influenced by that of
London are strongly advised to take account of these uncertainties when addressing NPPF
paragraph 47. This requires authorities to boost significantly the supply of housing by using their
evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan meets full objectively assessed needs.

City Hall, London, SEI 2AA • Iondon.gov.uk • 020 7983 4000
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The balance of evidence suggests that, as the housing market across the wider region eases, outmigration from London may, at a minimum, revert closer to its longer term trend. Currently, this
suggests that CLG’s 2008 household projections may provide more authoritative evidence for
assessing local housing needs beyond London than CLG’s 2011 projections. It will also be noted
that the 2011 projections extend only to 2021 and that CLG provides qualifying guidance on their
use.
Recognising that London and the wider south east may face long term challenges in
accommodating growth pressures, the Mayor intend5 to inform his forthcoming, non-statutory
2050 Infrastructure Plan with a range of ‘what-if’ scenarIos. These scenarios will explore different
ways of accommodating such pressures both within and outside London including urban extensions
and development associated with new or enhanced transport infrastructure.
The Mayor has already begun consultation on proposals for the emerging Infrastructure Plan and it
is hoped that as this develops it will inform consultations on the Further Alterations to the London
Plan. It might also usefully inform preparation of Local Plans beyond London.
The Mayor would therefore encourage Bedford Borough Council and other relevant local
authorities to plan strategically for what may well be growing populations. The Council may wish to
develop its ‘Option 2: Expanded Growth Area’ in ways which take forward the NPPF requirement to
secure sustainable development, seeking close integration of land use and public transport
provision including linkages with London.
The FALP document can be found here:
http://www. london. gay. ijfr/priorities/pla pning/london-plan/d raft-further-alterations-to-the
Ia rid on plan
-

Yours sincerely,

/Vd
Stewart Murray
Assistant Director
cc

—

Planning

i-DIary Chipping, SEMLEP
National Planning Casework Unit, DCLG
Alex Williams, TfL
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Briefing Note
1 New York Street
Manchester
M1 4HD

Client

Welwyn & Hatfield LPA

Project

SHMA

Date

06 November 2013

Subject

Initial
Housing
Market
(james.gleeson@london.gov.uk)

T: 0161 233 7676
F: 0161 233 7677
www.turleyassociates.co.uk

File ref
Discussion

with

WELM2000
James

Gleeson

GLA

1.

An initial discussion to introduce the Welwyn & Hatfield SHMA to neighbouring authorities was set up
via telephone. The purpose of the dialogue was to outline the approach to be taken for the SHMA
research, understand the contacted authorities own comparable research and the methodological
approaches adopted and discuss views on the sharing of housing market linkages with Welwyn &
Hatfield authority.

2.

It was noted that the GLA are looking to finalise their SHMA ahead of the end of the year and publish
in January 2014. This will be used to inform the accompanying alteration of the London Plan.

3.

They have undertaken a detailed exercise to consider the overall Greater London numbers for housing
requirements and capacity. This is based on a recognition that there is a considerable amount of new
evidence. This includes demographic projections which suggest a rapid growth of the population has
occurred.

4.

It was noted that the emerging draft conclusions are suggesting that there will be an annual deficit/gap
of between 40,000 and 50,000 homes a year within the Greater London area (note that numbers are
still being finalised). This takes account of demographic pressures and a meeting of a significant
backlog of need evidenced in terms of concealed households and homeless households.

5.

The projections have been built in-house and are built using a net-stock model. This forecasts future
requirements and compares with the current stock. It builds in re-modelled demographic projections
and as noted above adds on an allowance to clear a backlog of need and subsequent adjustments for
affordability.

6.

The work is presently just at the Greater London level. It is recognised that the London market area
spreads out beyond this geography but as a result of administrative and political reasons it is not
considered possible to extend the analysis to a wider housing market geography. It was also noted
that this raised the question as to how far exactly this would extend.

7.

Whilst this represents a Greater London SHMA it is the responsibility of individual boroughs to develop
individual housing requirements. There is a hope that a similar methodology will be adopted by each
to ensure consistency but the GLA does not have the power to enforce this. It was noted, however,
that if an authority adopts an obviously contrary methodology then he could see them formally
objecting to it.

8.

He noted that previously each of the 5 sub-regions in London had undertaken a SHMA (2009/10). This
did highlight that small changes in assumptions (whilst a broadly consistent methodology was
adopted) could lead to quite significant differences in outcomes.

9.

In the construction of the demographic model it was noted that the GLA had quite significant concerns
around the Interim 2011 SNPP dataset. Concern as a result of the application of assumptions this was
over-projecting future growth in population in London. The modelling of new scenarios does, however,

Belfast

|
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|
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|
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|
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Glasgow

|

Leeds

|

London

|

Manchester

|

Southampton

use the 2011 SNHP headship rate assumptions with these rates modelled forward beyond 2021. They
have produced high/ low variant scenarios based on varying elements of these.
10. They haven’t explicitly layered on economic forecasts to create jobs-led scenarios and don’t intend to
do this. They are not convinced this is strictly required by the Guidance. They are also concerned that
the in-house economic forecasts they have are a little low based on recent forecasts and evidence of
job creation.
11. It was noted that the modelling indicated that there had been a fall in levels of out-migration from
London during the recession. The question is whether this will continue. Their assessment suggests
an assumption that out-migration rates will slowly return to the levels seen before the crash and they
are not therefore assuming the drop is permanent. This will have an impact on surrounding authorities
and their treatment of short and long-term migration assumptions.

AP
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Completion rates – Redevelopment of Hatfield Aerodrome
Phase

Delivery rates – number of dwellings per annum
2001/02

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
District Centre
Garden Village
Other
Totals

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

27
36

106
65

122
23

24

4
65
52
70
60
9
5
265

51
37
37

131
1
195

57
3202
548

25
221

5
116
140
68
33
386

2007/08

55
37
8

100

2008/09

5
2671

272

1

In addition to 119 care home bedrooms in Use Class C2

2

All dwelling equivalents from student accommodation in Use Class C1

3

Not applicable due to the sporadic and unrelated nature of these other components of delivery
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2009/10

0

2010/11

2011/12

23

141

23

141

Average
per annum
56.6dpa
40.7dpa
31.3dpa
51.8dpa
116.8dpa
54.5dpa
N/A3
198.9dpa

Totals
283
244
94
414
467
327
359
2,188

Delivery monitoring by plot - The Frythe, Welwyn (Site Wel007)
Plot number
9
13
16
17
18
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
21
22
12
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
14
23
24
25
26
27
31
98
99
95
96
97
19
20
100
8
6
30
28
7
92
93
94
117
113
114
115
116
143
81
15
32
80
83
84
85

Status
Complete - 14/15
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 15/16
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17

Start date
16/05/2014
02/06/2014
25/06/2014
25/06/2014
25/06/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
12/06/2014
12/06/2014
12/06/2014
12/06/2014
07/07/2014
07/07/2014
21/05/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
06/06/2014
21/05/2014
21/05/2014
21/05/2014
21/05/2014
02/06/2014
07/07/2014
17/07/2014
14/07/2014
17/07/2014
01/08/2014
27/05/2014
27/05/2014
27/05/2014
29/05/2014
29/05/2014
29/05/2014
02/07/2014
02/07/2014
27/05/2014
13/10/2014
13/10/2014
29/07/2014
01/08/2014
13/10/2014
04/06/2014
04/06/2014
04/06/2014
06/06/2014
10/06/2014
10/06/2014
10/06/2014
10/06/2014
15/10/2014
16/06/2014
23/06/2014
14/08/2014
16/06/2014
18/06/2014
18/06/2014
18/06/2014
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Complete date
25/02/2015
12/06/2015
12/06/2015
12/06/2015
12/06/2015
19/06/2015
19/06/2015
19/06/2015
19/06/2015
22/06/2015
22/06/2015
22/06/2015
22/06/2015
22/06/2015
22/06/2015
25/06/2015
25/06/2015
25/06/2015
25/06/2015
25/06/2015
25/06/2015
25/06/2015
25/06/2015
25/06/2015
26/06/2015
26/06/2015
26/06/2015
26/06/2015
26/06/2015
29/06/2015
29/06/2015
31/07/2015
31/07/2015
31/07/2015
28/08/2015
11/09/2015
11/09/2015
11/09/2015
11/09/2015
11/09/2015
11/09/2015
16/10/2015
20/10/2015
30/10/2015
03/11/2015
06/11/2015
06/11/2015
06/11/2015
09/11/2015
09/11/2015
09/11/2015
18/11/2015
18/11/2015
18/11/2015
18/11/2015
18/11/2015
18/12/2015
11/03/2016
23/03/2016
06/04/2016
13/04/2016
13/04/2016
13/04/2016
13/04/2016

Build time (months)
9
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
12
11
11
12
12
11
15
16
16
16
16
16
14
15
17
12
13
16
15
13
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
14
21
21
20
22
22
22
22

86
87
88
89
90
91
3
149
146
166
167
145
147
82
29
5
2
4
1
148
144
33
34
35
38
36
37
44
49
50
46
47
39
52
53
40
41
42
43
51
55
54
177
178
174
45
48
173
10
11
150
164
165
171
172
179
180
181
182
175
176
61
62
60
57
58
56

Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Complete - 16/17
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Complete - 17/18
Complete - 17/18
Complete - 17/18
Complete - 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Complete - 17/18
Complete - 17/18
Complete - 17/18

18/06/2014
18/06/2014
18/06/2014
18/06/2014
18/06/2014
18/06/2014
21/08/2014
28/10/2014
15/10/2014
22/10/2014
22/10/2014
15/10/2014
03/10/2014
16/06/2014
17/09/2014
14/08/2014
21/08/2014
21/08/2014
03/09/2014
03/10/2014
15/10/2014
27/03/2015
28/05/2015
04/06/2015
14/07/2015
03/06/2015
08/06/2015
14/07/2015
14/07/2015
29/09/2015
01/07/2015
07/07/2015
14/07/2015
11/11/2015
11/11/2015
12/06/2015
17/06/2015
25/06/2015
25/06/2015
06/11/2015
26/11/2015
26/11/2015
06/11/2015
06/11/2015
30/11/2015
01/07/2015
29/09/2015
12/10/2015
16/05/2014
16/05/2014
29/07/2014
05/11/2014
05/11/2014
08/10/2015
08/10/2015
28/10/2015
20/11/2015
20/11/2015
20/11/2015
30/11/2015
30/11/2015
14/12/2015
15/12/2015
18/12/2015
14/01/2016
14/01/2016
22/02/2016
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13/04/2016
13/04/2016
13/04/2016
13/04/2016
13/04/2016
13/04/2016
15/04/2016
12/05/2016
20/05/2016
20/05/2016
23/05/2016
24/05/2016
25/05/2016
26/05/2016
26/05/2016
08/06/2016
08/06/2016
08/06/2016
08/06/2016
08/06/2016
08/06/2016
08/06/2016
08/06/2016
08/06/2016
10/06/2016
18/07/2016
18/07/2016
08/09/2016
20/09/2016
20/09/2016
14/10/2016
14/10/2016
14/10/2016
15/12/2016
15/12/2016
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
12/01/2017
19/01/2017
20/01/2017
10/02/2017
10/02/2017
07/03/2017
07/03/2017
07/03/2017

22
22
22
22
22
22
20
19
19
19
19
19
19
23
20
22
22
22
21
20
20
15
13
12
11
13
13
14
14
12
15
15
16
13
13
19
19
18
18
14
14
14
14
15
14
20
17
17

01/06/2017
01/06/2017
25/04/2017
16/05/2017

18
18
17
17

12/04/2017
12/04/2017
18/04/2017

15
15
14

59
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
140
141
142
75
76
183
184
185
186
77
78
79
168
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
169
170
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196

Complete - 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Complete - 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Under construction - anticipated 17/18
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Awaiting start - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19
Under construction - anticipated 18/19

22/02/2016 20/04/2017
25/11/2016
25/11/2016
02/12/2016
02/12/2016
07/12/2016 16/06/2017
07/12/2016
21/12/2016
21/12/2016
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
20/02/2017
01/03/2017
01/03/2017
15/03/2017
17/03/2017
17/03/2017
22/03/2017
28/03/2017
28/03/2017
30/03/2017
30/03/2017

14

6

27/04/2017
27/04/2017
27/04/2017
27/04/2017
27/04/2017
27/04/2017
27/04/2017
27/04/2017
27/04/2017
27/04/2017
Average build time (months) 15.60
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Additional plot?
Additional plot?

Plan period employment floorspace supply - as of 31/03/2017

Completions

Supply type
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17

Total to date
Sites with planning permission
Vacant Land north of Chequersfield
sites Total

B1

B2

B8

BMix

Total

329
-4,011
-13,851
-17,340

0
2,469
0
614

21,637
1,397
-2,417
-451

-7392
-1,087
5,695
4,754

14,574
-1,232
-10,573
-12,423

-34,873
-13,982

3,083
160

20,166
1,407

1,970
51,026

-9,654
38,611

0

22,600

0

22,600

0

22,600

0

22,600

6,400
11,250
13,900
40,500

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

6,400
11,250
13,900
40,500

Total
Estimated office-to-resi loss

72,050
-30,770

0
0

0
0

0
0

72,050
-30,770

Totals

-7,575

3,243

44,173

52,996

92,837

Local Plan Sites

0

0

SDS3 Broadwater Road West (North)
SDS4 Broadwater Road West (South West)
SDS5 North West Hatfield
SDS7 Marshmoor
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